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FLEXIBILITV AND MOBILITV IN APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING 

BY: Lucilh Mclrughlln 

This thesis examines aie apprenticeship system of ski!! development to 

determine if improvements can be made that would enhance its effectiveness as 

a training mode1 in the cuvent econornic dimate. The critical argument is 

developed in three parts. The first part argues that historically, apprenticeship 

has b e n  a very important mechanism for transfemng knowledge and skills to 

new generations of worken, though the overall importance of apprenticeship has 

declined somewhat in ment decades relative to the growth of institutionally 

based leaming. 

Secondly, this thesis demonstrates that despite this relative dedine, 

apprenticeship atill continues to be a priority with stakeholden and economically 

beneficial to al1 parties induding workers, employers and the public such as 

govemment. The third part argues that the ide, the flexibility and the benefits of 

the appdceship model of skill creation could be enhanced by ieorganmng the 

delivery of aie generic skills portion of the apprenticeship system in such a way 

that common, generic elemnts of related occupational skills are taught to al1 

such occupations in the same relative sequenœ. 
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Apprenticeship training is a time honoured meaid of skill development that has 

been used for centuries to transfer knowledge and skills from experienced 

tradespersons to aie n e t  generation of workers (Pattemon and Hedges 8-9; 

Johnson in Adon, Goldsmith and Shepard 25). In rasponse to social and 

economic trends the apprenticeship training program has evolveâ to its present 

structure that indudes a mix of on the job and classroom training focusing on the 

skills imbedded in a speafic trade. 

This thesis will examine the apprenticeship system of skill development to 

detemine if irnprovements can be made that would enhance its efbctiveness as 

a training mode1 in the a m n t  economic dimate. The critical argument of this 

thesis is developed in three parts. The first part is that historically, apprenticeship 

has been a very important mechanism k r  transferring knowledge and skills to 

new genemtbns of wohers though the overall impoitanœ of apprenticeship has 

dedined somewhat in ment  decades relative to the growth of institutionally 

based leaming as s h m  in Chapter 2. 

Secondly, despite this relative dedine, appdceship süll continues Q be a 

priodty with stakBtiddei8 ai, demnsbatd in Chapter 3 and ecanomically 

benefidal to al1 parties induding workers, employers and the puMic such as 

govemment a8 s h m  in Chapter 4. The third part of thi8 argument is that the 



role, the flexibility and the benefits of the apprenticeship model of skill creation 

could be enhanced by reorganizing the delivery of the generic skills portion of aie 

apprenticeship system in such a way that common, generic elernents of related 

occupational skills are taught to al1 such occupations in the same relative 

sequence (refer to Chapters 5 and 6). 

Each trade has developed its own training schedule and curriculum intended to 

develop expertise in three to five years depending on the trade (Apprenticeship 

Branch, 1999) '. In reviewing this structure I found that there is an ernphasis on 

cornmitment to one occupation with specialization cornmencing in the first year of 

training. Although these trades can be clustered hto occupational fields and 

have common core skill requirements. the training for one apprenticeship trade 

does not parallel the training development of other related trades and is seldom 

recognizeâ as transferable. As a result, this structure and training schedule 

tends to limit the flexibility and mobüity of apprentices and joumeypersons who 

choose n w  trades or change programs whether by necessity or design. 

This lack of flexibility and mobility may be problematic to employers and 

employws in responding to the a m n t  economic dimate characterized by rapid 

change due to technological innovations and new discoveries (Davis and Botkin 

1 1 1 ). This economic dimate, which indudes on-going fluctuations in skill 

requirements is expeded to mate an increasing trend toward miMple jobs and 



careers (Unger 44; Lankard 1Q96,Z). This predided trend is widely accepted by 

govemment, employers and researchers who have begun to advocate for 

changes in the structure of training and development programs that address 

these evolving skill needs. To assist employers and employees in planning for 

and coping with mis predicted trend, potential strategies have been devekped 

that focus on generic transferable skills as shown in Chapter 5. It is suggested in 

these studies that the key to success in this climate of change is aie development 

and identification of skills that can be applied to a variety of related jobs (Hiebert 

and Bezanson 2). 

For the past two decades business has b e n  responding to the advent of global 

cornpetition and aie need to be able to respond quickly and easily to consumer 

preferences in a timely manner with quality products (Davis and Botkin 11 1). In 

order to remain cornpetitive and profitable, it has been necessary b maintain 

flexiblity in the quantity and quality of inputs to the production process induding 

labour. Businesses have restructured; laid off millions of workem; hired more 

part time, contract and specialited stat and incorporatecl new technologies and 

meaioddogies (Borchard 9). This has created anomalies in demand, changed 

the nature of work and developed ffuduating skill sets which employen have 

fourid to be in short supply. 

1 The fmjodty d hf6mmth about the Apprsnticsship pragnm is the culmination o f c a n r u ~ s  
wilh and doaimmtery hfOrnur~ (iom the Manitoba Appnnkeship Bnnch. 
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These trends have limited opporkinities for advancement, impaded job 

satisfaction. working conditions and income. Employability security , rather than 

job security, has become the issue which means ensuring that one has and is 

able to identify the skills needed in the new economy and is able to expand and 

adjust these skills as requirernents change (Saterfiel and McLarty 1 ; Kanter 9). 

Recent literature examining these trends propose that this shifting labour market 

will continue as rapid changes and innovations require ever changing skills and 

abilioes. For example, the National Research Council estimates that half of 

today's skills will be obsolete in three to five years (Davis and Botkin 89). Within 

this literature, the structure and foais of training programs have been examined 

to detemine their effectiveness in meeting this new challenge (Lankard 1996, 1). 

The conclusions confinn the continuing mle of pst secondary education and the 

emerging need for cornmitment to Me long leaming that ensures skills and 

abilities remain current (Hachen 2). 

In addition, the different types of transferaMe skills were examined as well as the 

alternative ways in which these skills can be aquired (Lankaid l995,l; 

Mdaughlin 1). It is suggested that il is e s m a l  that both empkyees and 

employers are able to identify and document sWlls applicaMe to situations o h r  

than the one in which they were acquired, whaher they are developed thrwgh 

formal training or on the job (Hiebert and Bezanson 2). Recommendatkns 

indude the standardkation of the generic components of an ocaipetional field 
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and that these components be delivered in the first stages training for related 

jobs (Smith 1). 

In applying this theory to Manitoba's apprenticeship training, consideration must 

be given to the nature and structure of its current modei. Most trades that utilize 

aiis rnodel of training are tradition bound and characterized by secrecy, 

specializeâ teminology, rnethodologies, tools and rules developed over the 

centuries (Morton in Anderson and Gunderson 95-98). The current rnodel 

involves a Trades Advisory Cornmittee for each apprenticeship trade consisting 

of representatives of that trade and its ernployers. It is this cornmittee that is 

responsible for the schedule of training, the content, the training standaids and 

wages for that trade. There is no overall planning of al1 apprenticed trades to 

capitalize on eficiencies nor is there coordination betwwn the trades. Skills or 

knowledge cornmon amongst those trades within an occupational field are not 

recognized (Apprentiœship Branch, 1999). 

The sbucture of the appmntiœship program that involves partnering between 

govemment. business and ernployees complicates restruduring this program to 

addrssi emerging trends. All of these parbrefs have defined mles and 

responsibiliües in apprenticeship training. Significant time and money is invested 

in apprenticeship by al1 the parbien with the expedetbn of long tem rehirn 

benefits (Appmntiœship Branch, 1999). 



For example, employers pay higher wages than the apprentice's current skiHs 

would warrant and lose production when the apprentice is taking classmm 

training, in order to develop the potential for greater produdivity in the future. 

Employees may lose wages during classroom training, pay program fees, tuition 

and training expenses for the opportunity to eam higher than average wages 

upon cerüfication. Govemments pay for the program administration, wver the 

fees to community colieges and may provide training allowances in order to 

ensuie that that business has the skills needed to succeed and employees 

achieve higher than minimum salaries. Benefits to govemment include less 

reliance on other govemment pmgrams and higher tax revenues (Apprenticeship 

Branch, 1999). 

It would appear that the benefits exœed the costs alaiough a detailed analysis of 

this has yet to be conduded. In fact it should be noted that there is very litüe by 

way of academic study in the field of apprenticeship training. Howevet, a recent 

report by the Manitoba Apprenticeship Task Force provides an oveiview of 

government expenditures for this program compared to revenues from taxes. 

According to their calculations, govemment tax revenues h m  apprentices and 

journeypersons far outweigh govemment expenditures on this program (Task 

Force on Apprenüceship 21 ). 

These on-going investmnts and benefits suggest that this program is a valuable 

cornponent of skill development in Manitoba. To continue to be a viable training 
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program in this era of change and allow it to quickly n a d  to evolving skill 

requirements, apprenticeship may ben& h m  the theory of transferable generic 

skills. This would require identification of common skills between the trades, 

standardization of common course content and reorganization of the training 

schedules to allow delivery of common content in the first stages of training. 

Using the apprenticeship trades in the occupational field of construction as an 

example, the applicability of is theory has been tested in this study. In reviewing 

the course outlines for the trades in this field, numerous common topics were 

found that support the view that tramferaMe generic skills exist between the 

constniction trades. It was also deteminecl that these common topics are taught 

at all levels of training. As a result, although several skills apply b muîtiple 

trades, aie training sctledule would require that apprentices or joumeymen fn~st  

start at the beginning if they wish ?O or are required to barn a different trade. 

This duplication of training and costs rnay represent a deterrent to workers 

developing proficiency in several tiades that would enhanœ empioyabiiity, 

flexibility and mobiiity in the labour market. 

Benefits to restnicturing may also indude better coaperatkn and team wo& 

between the trades thmugh a dearer understanding of where aieir expertise 

intenelate and how aie construction pmœss evolves. Rationalking the use of 

scares flnandal resources and better use of valuable time by elirninating 



duplication would benefit al1 the partners in this program and augment existing 

investments. 

Apprenticeship training and the theory of generic transferable skills are reviewed 

and described in the following chapters. A history of this training method is 

described in Chapter 2 showing iîs evolution in response to economic, social and 

industrial trends resulting in its existing structure. This existing structure is 

examined in Chapter 3 to provide the frarnework that govems acceptance to and 

progress through this training process. This includes the d e s  and 

responsibilities of the partners involved in developing and scheduling the training 

provideci in this program. The costs and benefts experienced by each of these 

partners are analyzed in Chapter 4 using the human capital theory to assess the 

viability of this program and its continued benefit to developing sklled workers in 

Manitoba. 

The wrrent literaaire regarâing skill development and employability is reviewed 

in Chapter 5 focusing on the pmposed need for generic transferable skills to 

remain viable in the current economic dimate of constant change. The training 

schedule for several construction trader, is examined in Iight of this theory to 

assess its applicability to appmtkeship trades. The obsewations and 

condusions pmvided in Chapter 8 suggest that this theary would rnake 

apprenüceship training more adaptable should it be applied to the exisüng 

stfucture* 



In this chapter I will show the historlcal importance of apprenticeship as a method 

of transferring occupational knowledge and skills to new generations of workers. 

though also noting that in the last few decades the importance of apprenticeship 

has waned somewhat, at least relative to institutional training. A historical review 

of apprenticeship training will show its evolution in response to economic, social 

and industrial trends resulting in its existing structure. This evolution is 

fundamental to understanding the current culture and nature of apprenticeship 

training that affects the approach taken to training and attitudes about change. 

Response to the emerging information age and econornic dimate d escalating 

change will be fomulated from the successes and failures of this past 

experience. 

As few studies of Apprenticeship Training have been conduded in Canada, this 

background is based in part on experiences in the United States, which aie 

organized primarily by the same unions, and have shng similaritles in industrial 

development As most tredes were unionira! in both Canada and the United 

States. the pattern of evolutknary change is considerd to be similar. 

The pmœss of trandening skills hwn one generation to amther has taken place 

thmghout recordeci history (Pattern and Hedges 8-0). Skilled wolkem taught 

Umir crafts to apprentices who againal skills while wlking akngside the artisan 
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or mastef (Gordon. Edwards. Reich 247). However, it was not until the middle 

ages that apprenticeship was formalized through the emergence of craft guilds 

that developed specific rules, entrance criteria and defined d e s  (Encyclopaedia 

Britannica 494). The overall structure of this method of skill development was 

such that al1 of the complex skills and knowledge required for a particular craft or 

trade were passed on from master to journeyman to apprentice (Johnson in 

Acton et al. 25). 

Although this training pattern was fairly constant within a trade, the duration of 

the training process was less fomialized and could extend over a number of 

years. This created hardships for the apprentice whose income was affeded by 

the level of skills acquired, but the long term benefits of achieving joumeyman or 

master status was a pnmary hold (Morton with Copp 4-12; Johnson in Acton et 

al. 25; Palmer 31 ). Steeped in tradition, heritage, duty, loyalty, ethics and status 

the crafts were presügious occupations organized into secret societies and guilds 

imbedded with cultural noms (Morton in Anderson and Gunderson 95-98; 

Morton with Copp 13). Stability and life-long cornmitment to a chosen occupation 

was the expedation in this era of relative slow progressive change. 

However, this apprenticeship mode1 evolved along with the parent trades in 

responæ to social, economic and organizational trends (Abendroth 9-26). 

Signifiant amongst these trends were changes in the produdkn pcacess, the 

advent of wage labourl inâustnalization, mechankation and the rise of capitalism 



(Gordon et al. 48-99; Morton with Copp 1-34 80-83). Worker response to these 

changes and their impact on the organization of work and skills development 

processes has depended, in part, upon the economic climate of the day and its 

effects on labour force power to influence change (Morton with Copp 83; Williams 

in Anderson and Gunderson 206-208). Woiker and craftsman power to affect 

change has long been influenced by public policy, procedures and legislative 

requirements (Morton in Anderson and Gunderson 95-1 16; Abendroth 7-26). 

I believe that the stniggle for control of the work place and work process has 

changed the very nature of apprenticeship but not its culture of independence. 

loyalty and pride. Although the stability enjoyed in previous times has declineâ 

substantially, the traditional life long commitment to one e p a t i o n  continues to 

be the prevalent predilection. This is perpetuated by the structure of 

apprenticeship training that requires commitment to a specific trade upon 

entering into a legal agreement with an employer and the specialization of skills 

in the early stages of training. Should an apprentice need to, or aspire to, 

change occupations, this structure has not supportecl transferable skills and has 

requiied apprentices to commit to a whole new training program. 

The appmnticeship mode1 of the eady eighteenth century rernained virtually 

unchanged h m  its the d e l  of medieval times (Encydopaedia Britannica 494; 
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Johnson in Acton et al. 25). Skills associated with a specific craft were 

transferreâ to apprentices exclusively through dernonstration. In some cases this 

transpired on an individual one to one basis with the apprentice leaming the 

trade secrets while woiking side by side wHh the master (Gordon el al. 247; 

Johnson in Acton et al. 25). In other cases production took place in small 

workshops owned and operated by independent. 'highly skilled master craftsrnen 

who hired skilled joumeymen who attached to themselves apprentices learning 

the trade" (Johnson in Adon et al. 25). 

The rate at which training proceeded as well as the work standards were 

controlled by the artisan or master craftsman who also controlled the supply and 

therefore the price these services would bear (Encyclopaedia Britannica 494; 

Gordon et al. 64). 'Cummonly lasting seven years" (Encyclopaedia Bntannica 

494) but ranging up to ten years of training, these skills were highly valued by 

society and protecteâ by those who eventually atteined the stahis of master 

(Encyclopaedia Britannica 494; Palmer 28). 

Palmer describes the secrscy that sunounded these skilled cmfts and enveloped 

aie appmnticeship mlatbnship as the masters protecteâ their hard-won 

knowledge and specialized skills. Keeping the masteh secrets was but one 

requimment of the binding legal agmment that formalized the appmnticeship 



relationship. This agreement laid out the rights and obligations of both the 

apprenticed youth and master. While the master was required to provide 

training. food, lodging, apparel and al1 other necessities of Iife, in sickness and in 

health, the apprentice was prohibited from gambling, fornication, marriage or 

being absent without the master's leave (Palmer 28). 

Even with these strict obligations, both boys and girls were indentured with 

master craffsman by their parent(s) at an earîy age. Using Palmer's description 

of apprenticeship that states that that training could last as long as ten years but 

only until the apprentice was age 21, a child could be indentured as early as age 

1 1 (Palmer 28). Since "joumeymen were well paid and were the dite of the 

working classa (Johnson in Acton et al. 25) the oppominity to have their children 

taught a trade, science or occupation that would improve their quality of life was 

considered well worth the cornmitment. However, many parents did not have aie 

connections or the money to obtain indentures for their children (Morton with 

Copp 12). This was typical of the dass based educational structure of this pend 

(Johnson in Adon et al. 21). 

Despite the prestige, salary and 1-81 requirements, rnany apprentices did not 

achieve master status as they did not reœive the iequired training to which they 

had been committed. In aome cases "aie mastem refused to fulfil their 

responsibilities" (Palmer 29) and in others apprentices rebellecl against this 

paternalistic arrangement leaving theit masters belPm compleang theii training 
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because of aie "deprivation, abuse and oppression often associated with 

apprenticeship" (Morton with Copp 12). 

As desertion became mre prevalent. the masters engaged the legal system to 

strengthen their control by institutionalizing punishment for abandoning the 

employer (Palmer 41). For example, Master and Servants Acts were passed in 

1847 in Upper Canada that allowed the courts to jail disoMient or absentee 

woiken at the mastef s request (Morton with Copp 4). 

It was not until 1877 that this legislation was changed and began to require 

employers to keep their half of the agreement (Morton with Copp 4). This was in 

response to the growing problem where masters did not complete the training 

required but continued b use aie apprentices as cheap labour (Palmer 29; 

Morton with Copp 15). The impetus to maintaining lower paid unskilled or semi 

skilled workers was accelerated by the dawn of the industrial age that increased 

the supply of mass producd goads îhat served to drive down prices. The 

independent artisan and smaller craft shops were losing control of their pioduct 

and fhiding it more and more difficult to campete (Gordon et al. 57-60). 

Indusbialization was characterized by the centralkation of the production process 

into faidodes that allowed the m e r  to impmve and stabilize produdivky through 
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close supewision and contrdling the work patterns (Gordon et al. 58). At this 

manufadory stage, the production process rernained virtually unchanged with the 

mas ter craftsmen continuing to con trol the production techniques, selection and 

training of apprentices, output and price (Johnson in Acton et al. 26). Artisan 

contrd of the apprenticeship process was considered essential to protecting the 

integrity of the cm while ensuring that it was not diluted thereby increasing 

competition and diminishing its value (Gordon et al. 94). 

Centrakation into manufactories was considered the first step in the demise of 

the crafts as it placed craftsmen in a position where they were "forced to defend 

themselves (. . .) on the capitalist's turf" (Gordon et al. 58). Capitalists 

considered this artisan control to be a boffleneck which acted as an inœntive for 

them to transform the labour process (Gordon et al. 247). Thus began the 

struggle to introduœ proletarian labourers into the production prooess and 

replace the craft workers in order to reduce costs, increase production and 

improve profits (Johnson in Actbn et al. 26). 

The original wage labourers consisted of aspiring apprentices and skilled 

craftsmen whose traditional calling had deterioratecl "as a result of cornpetition 

fiam capitalists entering the same line of endeavouf (Gordon et al. 60). This 

repreaents the Crst example of the displacement of workem from a chosen camr 

in the trades despite years of training and accreditation. It appears that these 
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craft skills had little more value than those of the untrained prirnarily due to 

limited opportunity and the sectoral nature of apprenticeship training. 

Since then skilled labour has constantly been under attack by employers and 

undermined by unskilled worken. As attempts to replace skilled craft workers 

with semi-unskilled labourers continued, the crafts organized into unions in order 

to protect the value of their skill, "their status and standard of living against such 

encroachments" (Johnson in Acton et al. 26; Morton with Copp 12). 

Some of the issues first fought by unions induded "specialization, unlimited 

apprentices and hours, and wages (. . .) judged inadequate compensation for the 

skills as well as insufflcient for their needs" (Palmer 34). Maintaining craft pride, 

respedability and security were aie basic driving force behind craft unionization 

(Morton with Copp 13). 

The demise of the independent woikshop in Canada took place long after it had 

been wipd out in England and aie United States. "Bad roads and expensive 

tansportation prot8Cfd il against mass produced goods created in factories" 

under industrial capitalism (Johnson in Adon et al. 25). However, by 1870, large 

manufaduren, and large unions wem becoming comrnon to the Canadian labour 

landscape (Morton with Copp 57-59; Johnson in Adan et al. 25). 



But the skilled joumeyman was still in wntrol of the essential productive process 

in these manufadories (Johnson in Acton et al. 26). "The capitalists and plant 

foremen had little opportunity to intervene in the process since the technical 

knowledge of production resided with the skilled workers" (Gordon et al. 92). 

Capitalists thrwgh their plant foremen worked towaids reducing the cost of 

production and use of skilled workers as discussed in the following section. 

and the Decline of 9pgrenticeship 

Specialization to minimue variables was one of the capitalists' first successes at 

restnicturing and deskilling the production process. "In this process cornplex 

skills were broken down into simple repetitive tasks that could be done by the 

cheapest available workers" allowed the "replacement of highast skilled labour 

by low-paid unskilled labour" (Johnson in Acton et a1.28). 

Coupled with mechanhadion that replacecl musde power, specialization was the 

comerstone of eniciency that came to be the battle cry of employers throughout 

the industrialized worfd. Worken had becorne an extension of the machine and 

"explicit instructions mplaced the craftsman's traditional judgernent" (Morton with 

Copp 81). Dehumaniring the produdion process undemiined the traditional craA 

pride whle deskilling duced the value and demand for apprenticeship training 

(Morton wiar Copp 81). 



Although the apprenticeship system of developing skilled craftsmen was not 

completely eliminated, by the tum of the century it had declined significantly. 

Lirnited opportunities to use aiese skills gave little inœntive to new generations to 

commit to this lengthy training process. "Fewer and fewer skilled workers were 

being generateâ through the craft system itselp (Gordon et al. 174). 

traduction of Vocational Training 

As apprenticeship training declined resulüng in a voici of skilled woikers 

corporate leaders generally had three responses to this predicament of their own 

making (Gordon et al. 174). Some capitalists. such as Henry Ford, established 

their own vocational schools while ohers began hiring college graduates as 

foremen Who substituted their own authority for the coordinative and managerial 

adivities that craft workers had fonnedy providedm (Gordon et al. 135,247). StiII 

othem began advocating for state nin vocational training to provide the skills they 

needed (Gordon et al. 1 74-1 75). 

About this tirne, Germany set the trend toward supplementing on-th+ training 

with vocational training in vmüonal schods (Lipsmeier in OECD 13). However, 

Canada and the USA wwld not follow suit for another twenty yeam except for 

isolateci cases of spedfic industries where deskilling had already been sucœssful 

and private vacational training institutes had been established (Gordon et al. 

174). 
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lrnprovements in public education were becoming a priority within the Canadian 

labour movement since cheap replacement workers were primarily blacks, 

women, children and immigrants most with little or no education (Palmer 141 ; 

Gordon et al. 56). This was one of the primary issues being addressed by the 

Trade Labour Congress (TLC) that represented the "select rninority of Canadian 

workers who had managed to unionize" (Morton with Copp 61). In 1898 the TLC 

passed the Pletfom of Pnnciples that summarized the attitudes and priorities of 

these workers. This set of resolutions included the abolition of child and female 

labour, but at the top of this list was free and compulsory education (Morton with 

Copp 61). 

As a result of this strong support by business and labour for higher education and 

better skills development programs, interest in technical training was developing 

in the Canadian legislatum. A Royal Commission of inquiry identifid the lack of 

technical training and its relation to industrial efficiency as an issue for study 

beginning in 191 0 (Canada Royal Commission 1 71 -1 73). The resulting reports 

that induded e nurnber of iecommended changes spaiked further discussion at 

conferences across Canada. For example. support for the pmposed changes in 

the educaüonal systern was demonstrated at the National Conference of Women 

in 1 QI 2. Subsequent msoluüono "called for technical hainhg for wornen aimgh 

the establishment of trade schds and equal educatknal and empioyment 

oppdunities for men and womem" (Rotenberg in Adon et al. 46). 
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It was in this same year (1 912). that the Canadian Federal Govemment first 

became involved in vocational education under the AgricuNural lnsf~ction Act. 

In a description entitled a "Brief History of Apprenticeship in Canadan, the 

Canadian Vocational Association explained that: 

"even though education was. and still is, a provincialftemtorial 
responsibility, this strategy was justifiecl based on: 

a) an adequate national supply of skilled workers, 
b) provision of equality of education opportunity, and 
c) the lessening of the excessive costs by local and provincial 

authorities" (Canadian Vocational Association 5). 

Beyond aie above, few other improvements were made to the vocational training 

system in Canada. It was not until the 1920's that either corporate or educational 

planners had "systematically attend4 to the problems of generating a greater 

supply of skilled workers" (Gordon et al. 174). And it would take the "Great 

Depression" and Wodd War II to müvate the formalkation of aie relationship 

between vocational training and skills developrnent thrwgh apprenticeship 

training (Patterson and Hedges 146). 

Despite the success of deskilling many occupations and wrestling conbd over 

aie worû process fram the slalled worùers, it was recognized by business and 

govemment that there was stiW a need for training in the skilled trades (Canada 

Royal Commission 171-173). It was also recognued that aie best system k r  
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developing those skills was thmugh apprenticeship training on the job with 

supplementary information provided through schooling. In examining earîy 

examples of this fonula, it was found that apprenticeship training was "based on 

albround education of the skilled craftsman with specialization in the fifth or sixth 

year of his tutelagem (Patterson 1 2). 

To address this need, The Apprenticeship Act came into force June 26,1944 on 

prodamation by the Govemment of Manitoba. According to the annual report of 

the Department of Labour in 1945, an Apprenticeship Board was appointed as 

were seven Trade Advisory Cornmittees to draft the rules for the thirteen trades 

designated under the regulations (Manitoba Labour, Annual R e m &  1945). 

The Apprenticeship Board was comprised of employer and ernployee 

representatives, staff from the Department of Labour and the Department of 

Education. The secretary to this board was the director of the newly fomied 

Apprenüceship Branch. nie responsibility of this group was to develop the initial 

structure. poîicies and procedures of the apprenticeship program (Manitoba 

Labour, Annual Re~p*  1945). 

Their first challenge was to develop a process to assist in aie rehabilitation and 

reintegratkn of ex-service personnel as describecl in the 1946 Annual Report. A 

tripartite agreement was reachd between Manitoba Labour, the Federal 

Department of Veteransg Amin and the Canadian Vocational Training Bmnch of 
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the Faderai Department of Labour. Veterans' Affairs was to refer applicants 

requesting training in the skilled trades to Manitoba Labour. The vocational 

schods prwided initial training and aptitude ratings while Manitoba Labour found 

probationary employment placements. In 1946. one hundred and eighty two ex- 

servicemen were indentured as apprentices under this plan (Manitoba Labour, 

Annual Re~ofl, 1946). 

Through a review of the annual reports since 1945 it was found that the structure 

and responsibilities of this fomalized apprenticeship program has remained fairly 

constant since they were estabJished in 1944. The rost  significant change came 

with the introduction of the Interprovincial Standards Program in 1958 better 

known as the Red Seal Program. This program was established to address 

inconsistencies in apprenticeship training content and joumey level certification 

standards amss Canada arising from the individual provincial and territorial 

responsibility for skilled trades. These inconsistencies made it dinicult for 

cerofied workers to move freely from one part of Canada to another 

(Apprentiœship Branch, 1990). This pmgram is discussed fumer under Chapter 

3. Manitoba's Apprenticeship Program. 

M e r  primary changes have œntred arwnd the devekpment of a cost sharlng 

formula established under the Federal Govemment's Technicel and Vocetknel 
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Tmining Assistance Act passed in 1960. This act provides for a 50150 funding 

arrangement for tmde and apprenticeship training between the federal and 

provincial govemments. According to research conducted by the Canadian 

Vocational Association, this was in response to the economic recession and high 

unemployment experienced at that time (Canadian Vocational Association 5). 

This funding arrangement has been revised over tirne to its curent formula 

provided in the Labour Market Development Agreement (Apprenticeship Branch. 

1999). This agreement allows for Federal funding to cover the training wsts 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

"The Adult Occupationel Act introduced by the Federal Govemment in 1967 

placed emphasis on the purchase of Apprenticeship Training fiom public 

institutions in each province or territory using federal funds" (Canadian 

Vocational Association 6). Although this wnstituted the end of the #apprentice 

allowancew paid dunng periods of in-school training, it signals the introduction of 

Unemployment Insurance Commission payments to apprentices considered to 

be unemployed during "block release" from their jobs (Canadian Vocaüonal 

Association 6). 

During this period a number of public partnerships were developed to improve 

appmticeship training mainly naised on the in-school portion of the program. 

For example a formal agreement was estaôlished with Manitoba €ducation to 



improve classroom technical instruction while a partnership with the Manitoba 

Technical InsüMe broadened training options (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

During the 1980's the number of apprenticeable trades increased substantially 

primarily due to the distribution of power provided under the new act. The new 

Apprenticeship end T'des Qua/ifications Act delegated the power to designate 

trades under the apprenticeship program from Cabinet to the Apprenticeship 

Board (Apprenticeship Branch. 1999). 

In 1993f94 responsibility for the Apprenticeship Pmgram was transferred from 

Manitoba Labour to the Manitoba Department of Education and Training with the 

staning complernent increased fiom 26 full time equivalents (FTEs) to 30 FTEs 

the following year. Further restnicturing occuned in 1996/97 when the 

Apprenticeship Bianch was combined with the WorMorc8 2000 Program resulting 

in significant changes in funding and stafcing discussed below (Apprenticeship 

Branch, 1999). 

As shown in the following Table 2.7.1 Manitoba Apprenticeship Program 

Expendihires and Staffing, the expenditures for these combined prograrns for the 

year prbr to being combined would have equalled $2,571,900 in salaries for 59 

FTEs and S6.685.700 in other expenditures. However, the 1996/97 

Supplementary Information for Legislative Review and Departmental Expenditure 

Esthates for Manitoba Educaüon and Training shows an a-al total of 
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$1,458,400 in salaries for 32 FTEs and $2.31 7,400 in other expenditures. This 

represents a 43.5% decline in total funding for the two programs (Manitoba 

Education and Training, m~lementarv Information for Leaislative Review, 

Table 2.7.1 

Manitoba 4ppmnticesY~ Procimm Exmnditures 8 Staffing 

Other 
Salaries Expenditures Total ÇTEs 

Apprenticeship Transferred to the Department of Education and 
Training 

* Adjusted Vote showing combined expenditures for WoMorce 2000 
and Apprenticeship - 

*++ Actual expendihiies and staffing for combined Apprenticeship and 
Workforce 2000 - WorMorce 2000 separated h m  Appmnticeship wiai a Salary 
budget of $367.8 for 7 FTEs and Other Expenditures of S1.484.9. 

Source: Supplementaiy Information for Legislative Review 
Departmental Expenditure Estimates: 

Manitoba Labour 
Manitoba Education and Training 

As this Table indicates, the fdlowing year in 1997198 aie Apprenticeship Program 

was once again separated from the Woikforce 2000 Program. The resulüng 

expenditures for the Appmnticeship program were about 1 % less than befoie it 



was combined with WoMorce 2000 in 1995196. However, this seemingly small 

budget reduction was the balance between an $85 thousand dollar loss in 

salaries representing the dimination of four FTEs and a $75 thousand dollar 

increase in 0 t h  expenditures. 

The most recent revisions to Manitoba's apprenticeship program were initiated in 

1997 when a provincial task force was established to review apprenticeship in 

Manitoba and to develop recommendations for revitatization. This was 

predicated in part on the proposed changes in funding fmm the federal 

govemment that will be discussed in the Chapter 3. The primary focus of VIis 

next chapter is to provide a comprehensive description of today's apprenticeship 

mode1 in Manitoba including recent efforts to improve mobility and flexibility 

through the program restructuring (Apprenticeship Branch. 1999). 



This chapter will show that apprenticeship continues to be a priority with 

employen, govemment and workers as demonstrated by their participation in the 

program and ongoing allocation of resources. That al1 the partners involved in 

this program are comrnitted to its continued contribution to skills development in 

Manitoba is evident by their support for and contribution to reœnt atternpts to 

irnprove its effectiveness, enhance accessibility and address flexibility and 

mobility concems. 

The structure, participants, des and responsibiliües of the existing 

Apprenticeship model will be examined in this chapter, induding legislative 

requirements and the various methods of accessing this program'. This will 

provide the context within which decisions are made regarding cornmitment to 

this training program, training sdiedules and skill development patterns. This 

fiamework governs acceptance to and progress through this training p m s s  

which diredly affects resource requirements of each partner. Changes to this 

program in response to a arecent review conduded by the Manitoba Gavemment 

will support the view that stakeholders aie predisposed to impmements in this 

training that would enhanœ flexibility and mobility. 

1 The majority of mis chapter is the eulmhatim of con8ultatbns wiai and documentary 
information tiom the Manitoba Apprentbship Branch. 
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Although Manitoba's apprenticeship system has seen a number of changes over 

the years, the basic traditional concept of transfemng skills from experts to 

leamers on the job continues to be the primary concept. In achieving the goal of 

refining the model, fomalized apprenticeship established in 1944 developed 

linkages between business, govemment. education and apprentices. These 

linkages have been maintaineû and strengthened over time and represent an 

important component of its modem structure. 

The revisions to apprenticeship in Manitoba have rnostly b e n  attempts to meet 

industry's needs for specific skills and to improve access by target populations. 

However, this program along with many others suffered h m  significant program 

cuts due to govemment budget constraints and the trend toward more efficient 

corporate models in the early 1990's. 

Sinœ then, industry concems regarding the program's ability to ensure a skilled 

and productive wor)cfom is available to meet the cornpetitive requirements of a 

global economy, coupled with changes in hinding announced by the federal 

government. sparked the neeâ for an indepth program review as described in 

the task force report (Task Force on Appmnticeship 18). CurrenUy the Manitoba 

Govemment is in the process of implementing the recommendations h m  the 

task force report and changes are on-going. Those changes that have been 

initiated as of the faIl of 1999 are highlighteâ throughout the detailed program 

description proviâed in aie fdlowing sections. 



Among the changes was the development of a new Apprenticeship and fredes 

Qualifications Act (A 1 70) which received royal assent on June 29,1998 and was 

prodaimed as coming into force on May 1, 1999. This act pmvides the 

regulatory framework and legal basis for the apprenticeship contract and outlines 

a formai advisoiy structure that inciudes the key stakeholden in this employment 

centred training. 

This new legislation was developed to address recomrnendations outlined in the 

final report of the Apprenticeship Task Force released in May 1997. This task 

force conducted an extensive review of Manitoba's apprenticeship to detemine 

ways to imprwe its effdveness and address existing and anticipated skill 

shortages. Flexibility and reapondveness to meet w nent industry training needs 

and to fit new businesses and jobs within a dhnate of constant change are the 

goals of these recent changes. The news release announcing the changes 

stated that revitalkation of Manitoba's apprenticeship program %upports youth 

and Aboriginal participation, flexible training delivery, ththe devekpment of new 

trades for apprenticeship and doubling the size of Manitoba Apprenticeship 

systemn. Industry's involvement in the development of these changes leads me 

to the condusion that aiese initiatives meet their current needs. 



The new apprenticeship mde l  is described by the Department of Education and 

Training responsible for this program as 'industry drhrenn with the intent to ensure 

the skills needed by employers are developed in the workforce. This is achieved 

through a process by which empkyers can apply to have new trades designated 

for apprenticeship training if sufficient justification and demand is demonstrated 

by industry. Through this process, increased involvernent by stakeholders is 

expected to improve the system's effediveness and responsiveness. 

This legislation provides the structure for a revised Apprenticeship Program and 

defines the roles, responsibilities and levsls of authority of the difierent 

padicipants. It identifies the designated trades that qualify for apprentiœships of 

which some are traditional apprenticeship occupations such as plumber and 

ironworker. Others designated trades identifid in the legislation have been 

recently developed into apprenticeships such as woks and sprinkler system 

installers. 

Trade Regulations under this Act continue to prescribe the minimum wage rates 

for apprentices and the required standards of pmgress induding the number of 

hours of exprience mquired to qualHy br each level of apprentiship. These 

regulatkns stipulate that time spent attending technical classes is accepted as 

experience towaid appmntbship c8Mcaüon but overtime hours are not. 



The new fiexibility announced with the release of the revised legislation includes 

new ways in which work experience may be acquired and applied to the 

apprenticeship program and new avenues to access the program by workers and 

employers. The complete set of alternatives available to both ernployers and 

employees are described as follows. 

3.2.1 Employee Initiated Access 

There are several traditional ways that ernployees can access the 

Apprenticeship Program andlor have experience recognized as descnbed 

in the following subsections. This description includes a number of new 

options that include ways in which experience acquired before becoming 

an apprentice may be recognized as applicable to certification. 

However. in al1 cases access to this meaiod of aquiring skills and 

recognition of experience in an apprenticeable trade depends upon the 

support and cooperation of an employer as a primary requirement. The 

decision to enter a perücular trade is culminated in signing an 

Apprenticeship Agreement which commits both pa-s to the duration of 

the training pmgram and can only be broken if one or aie other does not 

meet the conditions laid out in that agreement. 



a. Traditional Entnnce: 

What has been the normal method of entering apprenticeship 

continues to be included in this new d e l .  Workefls) find 

employer(s) who will hire them as apprentice(s) in the chosen trade 

and the schedule of training and experience as set out by the 

provincial government is foiiowed. This sarne method applies to 

someone alread y employeâ who has decided to enter apprenticeship 

to becorne a qualified tradesperson. The employer must agree to this 

arrangement which is familiar to employers in these industries. 

b. Senior Yeur Appmnticeship Option (SYAO): 

This is a new program that has been established to provide senior 

high school students with the opportunity to experience and access 

apprenticeship training during their Senior 3 and 4 high school years. 

This provides a dearer connection between academic education and 

pracücal application as previously skidents left high school before 

understanding the usefulness of academic education. 

The minimum qualifications for the chosen trade muet be met and the 

student must have a signed Apprenticeship Agreement witi~ a 

parücipating employer. The student continues to attend regular 

dasses ôut becomes an apprentice while on the job. Several weelcs 

of training in tiade aieory is required that must be taken airough a 



community college approved by the Apprenticeship Branch. Students 

who successfully amplete Senior 4 while in the SYAO will have their 

accurnulated time for on-the-job training and work experience applied 

to their apprenticeship if they continue toward certification. 

c. Tracles Qualification Program: 

An individual who has several years of 'hands on' experience in a 

designated trade throughout the last ten yean may bewme a fully 

qualified joumeyperson . Docu rnented proof of the pract ical 

experience is required in the form of letters from employers specifying 

exact dates and a detailed description of the type of work perfomed. 

In lieu of these testimonials, a Statutory Dedaration made by the 

applicant before a Notary Public or Commissioner of Oaths that 

provides the same information is pemissible. 

A Trades Qualificatioc1 Application Fotm along with the above 

documentation and applicable fee is submitted to the Apprenticeship 

Branch. If this application is accepted, an examination is scheduled 

which may indude a written test of theoretical knowledge and a 

pracücal exam demonstmting the skills of the trade. 

Passing the written test wHh a grade of 70% or more and succesdUlly 

complethg the pracücal exam results in certification king wnbiened. 



lndividuals who fail either exam must wait a minimum of three months 

before applying for Trades Qualification examination again. Failure a 

second time means the applicant must successfully complete a course 

of training approved by the Director of Apprenticeship before taking 

any further exams. 

d. Tmnsferring to Alternate T rades: 

Mobility between trades is difficult but possible at the discretion of the 

Apprentiœship Counselors. Apprentices or joumeypersons can 

request that past relevant experience ba wnsidered in applying to 

apprentice in a different trade. The employee must demonstrate their 

level of knowîedge by achieving a minimum of 70% on the test for one 

level to qualify for placement at the next level. Manitoba Govemment 

charges a fee of $100 for each test. 

This process does not allow for easy transfer between trades due to 

the differences in training schedules discussed in Chapter 5. In 

general, cornmon elements between trades may be providecl to 

appienüces at different levels of training in each M e .  Themfore, a 

skiil that is not taught in one trade until yeat 2 or 3 may be induded in 

the test to skip level 1 in another bade that is organked to teach that 

ski1 in the first year. 



3.2.2 Employer lnitiated Access 

There are two ways in which the Apprenticeship Program can be 

accessed by employen: 

a. an employer may register the company name with the 

Apprenticeship Branch to be matched with an apprentice seeking 

an employer, or 

b. an employer may propose to the Apprenticeship Branch a specific 

penon already employed with the company who is interested in 

becoming an apprentice. 

Through these access options the number of apprentices is expected by 

govemment and industry to increase in the coming years. With the recent 

innovations to the program the provincial govemment predicted in their press 

release that the apprenticeship system will double in the next few years through 

the anticipated increase in the numôer of designated trades. This should 

translate into a correspondhg increase in the number of appmnticeships. 

The program adivity to date has steadily increased by amund 10% each year 

since 1994/95. The followDng Table 3.3.1 pmides the number of adive 

apprentices as reported in the Manitoba Govemment Annual Reports (Manitoba 

Labour, /innual RemrQ, 1991-1993; Manitoba €ducation and Training, #hua 
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m r t a ,  1993-1999). It should be noted that in the early 1990's there was a 

signifiant dedine in apprenticeship activity primarily due to a drop in apprentices 

registering for the program. Although registrations generally range over 800 and 

have been has high as 999, they dropped to 585 in 1992193 and 520 in 1993/94 

which is also the year the program was transferred from Manitoba Labour to 

Manitoba Education and Training. The department has been unable to 

detemine the cause for this significant decline to date. In conjunction with 

continued graduation. this dedine in registrations resulted in the total number of 

active apprentices dropping to 2,302 by the end of 1993194. 

Table 3.3.1 
ntkeshi~ Pmgnm Activitv Bv Year 

I Active Year Over Year Percentage 
Apprentices at Change Change 

fiscal Year 
1991 192 
1992l93 
1993194 
1994195 
1 995196 
1 996197 
1 997198 
1 998/99 

Yeat End' 
3398 
3096 -302 -8.9% 
2302 9794 -25.6% 
2485 183 7.9% 
2710 225 9.1 % 
2967 257 9.5% 
31 77 21 0 7.1% 
3550 373 1 1-7% 

Manitoba Labour, Annu-m, 1991 -1 993; 
Manitoba Educatbn and Training. -&g, 1 993-1 999 

Amng apprentices there is a tendency for certain trades to be more popular 

than others. The adve trades, which are those that have registered apprentices. 

are shown in aie Annual Reports under general trade categories which indude 



occupations in the same field. An examination of ment adivity by category 

shows that construction related trades, such as carpenter, plumber and 

electrician, atbact appmximately 50% of al1 apprentices. The next most popular 

category is the mechanical trades, such as mechanic and motor vehicle repairer, 

at about 30% of al1 apprentices. Although the totals shown in Table 3.3.2 differ 

somewhat from those quoted above due to adjustments made to the statistics to 

reflect inactive apprentices, the general trends are clear. 

Table 3.3.2 
e ActivityBv Categow 

Trade 1 
Categories 1 996197 1 997198 1 998199 
Industrial 487 16.7% 466 15.4% 588 16.6% 
Mechanical I 870 29.9% 957 31.6% 1076 30.3% 
Construction 1453 49.9% 1512 49.9% 1784 50.3% 
Service 99 3.4% 97 3.2% 102 2.9% 
Total 2909 100.0% 3032 100.0% 3550 100.0% 

Fundarnentally, Manitoba's Apprenticeship Program is a skill-building partnership 

arnong business, labour and govemment each with specific d e s  and 

msponsibiliaes. Thesa partneni indude individual ernployers, business sedo? 

representatives, labour oganizaüons, employees, community cdleges, 

Manitoba's Appmnticeship Branch induding its Board and Provincial Trade 

Advisory Cornmittees. and the Employment Insurance Division of Human 



Resources Development Canada. These participants may have individual roles 

or rnay provide guidance and advice through several boards. cauncils and 

cornmittees. 

3.4.1 Employen 

Employers provide aie essential context within which apprenticeship takes 

place by operating businesses, of any size, mat require skilled workers in 

either designated trades or in a trade with demonstrated demand. The 

employer must complete and sign an "Agreement of Apprenüceshipn 

which becornes legally binding u pon reg istration with the Apprenticeship 

and Training Branch (Attachment "A"). 

Although this agreement is govemed by the provincial act and pursuant 

regulations a number of tules are specified directly in the agreement itself. 

These rules indude contract temination procedures and minimum 

apprenticeship wages that are discussed later in Chapter 4. ln addition, 

an employer who has agreed to an apprenticeship program is obligated to 

commit to aie full tem stated in the applicable Trade Regulatkn, provide 

specHied on-the-job training, and verify hours worked. This last 

requiiement is due to the stipulation that a year of actual appnntiœship 

employment conrists of the hou= prescribed in the RegulaUon for the 

parücular trade. These hours indude attendance at technical classes. 



This mfiects the employer's cornmitment to developing skilled workers 

thrwgh academic and practical training. 

3.4.2 Employees 

Since the apprenticeship program is based on a mixture of institutional 

and on-the-job training. any individual wishing to become a skilled 

joumeyperson must work for an employer in need of these skiils and be 

willing to commit to the hill terni of training. In addition, an individual must 

meet the academic standards specified for the pamcular trade of interest 

induding required high schwl courses and minimum standings. 

Most trades require Manitoba high school standings in mathematics and 

science. Based on these academic requirements and the view of 

Manitoba Education and Training that most employers prefer to hire high 

schod graduates, those considering apprenticeship are strongly 

encouraged to stay in schod. 

Participants must be a minimum of 16 years of age with some exceptins 

where they must be oldei. Although anyone meeting these requirements 

may participate in aie program the recent provincial govemment literature 

idenüfies several target gmps as listeâ in Attachment 'W. These are 

groups that are undempmsented in the sWlled m e s  due to lack of 

opporhinity or who have tradiaonally ben exduded due to race or gender 
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discrimination. An example of efforts to expand representation is the 

introduction of the Aboriginal Apprenticeship program that is applicable to 

carpentry, plumbing and electrical trades. This is a two year 

apprenticeship program that provides training equivalent to and 

recognized as level 1 in the normal apprenticeship program. Only 

aboriginal resenres in northern communities are eligible to participate in 

this program. 

Employees who make a commitment to train in a specific apprenticeship 

occupation also complete and sign the Apprenticeship Agreement. 

Among the Ternis and Conditions (Attachment A) applicable to the 

apprentice are the requirements to "attend regularly at the employer's 

place of employment" and 90 serve the employer faithfull y, honestl y and 

dligentlyn. This reflects aie loyalty and tradition that is still attached to 

apprenticeship. 

Apprentices may be transfened, for cause, to another employer. if the 

Apprenticeship and Trades QuaIlcations Board so orders when it is 

recornmended by the Diredor of Apprenticeship and Trades 

Qualifications. This exemplifies the expectation that apprentices wHI be 

ernployed by one employer. 



3.4.3 Appmnticeship and Tmdes Qualifications Board 

The Apprenticeship and Trades Qualifications Board msists of business 

and labour representatives h m  acms the province appointed by and 

reporting diredy to the Minister of Education and Training. The board is 

responsble for the policies and procedures goveming the Apprenticeship 

Program and for developing proposed changes to the A d  and regulations. 

These changes may be initiated by the Provincial Trade Advisory 

Committees and must be referred to the Minister for approval. Any 

changes in the Apprenticeship Agreement must be approved by the 

Board. 

3.4.4 Provincial Trade Advisory Committees 

A Provincial Trade Advisory Committee is established for each designated 

trade and consisto of representatives of industry tradespeople appointed 

by the Apprenticeship and Trades Qualification Board usuaWy as 

iecomrnended by the Apprenüceship Branch Counselor. The Board also 

appoints the chair of these cornmittees. Primary responsibiliües are to 

deal with industry mlated issues such as setting training standards, 

cum'cuIum, and scheduling progression thmugh the training levels. 

Recommendatkns on minimum wages are made by this gmup to the 

Board for consideration. 



New responsibilities were encompassed in the program refotm that gives 

these cornmittees provincial jurisdiction and a clearer mandate to advise 

the board on training and qualification matters. It can be expected that 

this adviœ would be trade specific without consideration of its impact on 

other trades. A new appeal function being developed will also be added to 

cornmittee responsibilities. 

3.4.5 Manitoba Government 

Manitoba's Department of Education and Training develops and 

administers the legislation, regulations, policies and procedures governing 

the Apprenticeship Program. The Apprenticeship Branch of this 

department provides administrative, coordination and development 

services to the programs, advisory cornmittees and the board throug h 

offices located in Winnipeg, Brandon and The Pas. 

S p d c  examples of the iesponsibilities of the Apprenticeship Branch 

indude promotion of occupational training, registratiun of Apprenticeship 

Agreements, monitoring on-ttre-job training thmugh a cornpetency check 

list to ensure minimum skill developrnent standards am being met, 

examination and certification of joumeypersons. It administers the Trades 

Qualificaüons examinations for those who have demonstrated ewperience 

and wish to obtain trade œctification and coordinates the Senior Years 

Appmnticeship Option program. 



The Apprenticeship Program Guide for each trade. also developed by the 

Apprenticeship Branch, provides a framework of standards and time 

frames for in-school instruction. These guides identify aie core 

cornpetencies, tasks, sub-tasks, enabling objectives and toolslequipment 

that apprentices must rnaster at each level in order to progress to the next 

level and achieve certification. For trades under the Red Seal Program, 

these guides are based on the National Occupational Analysis Series 

(NOA) that identifies the tasks that are performed by skilled workers in 

every province and territory that foms the basis for the intergrovincial 

exam. The NOA is maintained by the federal govemment to offer 

consistent definition of occupations acmss Canada. 

The Apprenticeship Branch also conducts accreditation of training 

facilities. establishes the training "blad<sn, sdredules classroom training 

and manages training funds provided by the provincial and federal 

govemments. The Provincial Govemment provides financial support to 

apprentices who are not eligible for benents through the Employment 

Insurance P mgram as describal in Section 3.3.7. Although this provincial 

assistance matches the di- training costs covered by the federal 

govemment, it does not indude incorne support. 



3.4.6 Community Colkges and Training Institutions 

Community colleges and training institutions deliver the theoretical 

knowledge applicable to trades and introduce new technologies as they 

becorne available. To be able to deliver these courses each facility must 

be accredited by the Apprenticeship Branch to ensure that the cunicula. 

facilities and instructional staff are acceptable. A list of cumntly 

accredited institutions is provided in Attachment C. 

From 1,200 to 1,800 houn, or about 20% of apprenticeship training. 

involves classroom instruction distributed fairiy evenly throughout the 

duration of the apprenticeship program and ranging from four to ten weeks 

per year. The course content for this classroom training is developed by 

each institution bas& on the Trades Qualification Guides following the 

curticula outline approved by the Provincial Trade Advisoiy Cornmittees. 

3.4.7 Federal Government 

The Canadian Fedeml Government provides fnancial support to 

apprenticeship training programs delivered by the provinces and 

territories. This support which will be discussed further in Chapter 4 takes 

two fofms: 

a) direct funding of the fees charged by vocational insaMkns for training, 

and 



b) indirect hinding through income support payments made to 

apprentices during their in-school training through Employment 

Insurance (El). Apprentices must meet the nomal eligibility criteiia for 

El benefits including the minimum required number of weeb (52) of 

employment prior to being laid off for the training period. Once 

qualified for El beneflts under this "layoff of conveniencen apprentices 

may also qualify for other financial support through this same program. 

These include a "living away from home allowance", wmmuting 

allowance. day care allowance, disability allowance and other grants in 

the form of taxable benefits to offset tuition costs. 

3.5 Red Seal Certification 

The Interprovincial Standards Program came into existence in 1958 to support 

the rnobility of certified joumeypeisons throughout Canada. It has also 

encourageci standardization of PiwinciaVïenitorial training and certification 

pmgrams. Those who have graduated from a recognized apprenticeship 

program or hold a Provincial or Territorial Certificate of Qualification may apply to 

wtite the Interprovincial Standards Examination for that trade. Successful 

candidates receive a 'Red Seal" attached to their certificate which is how the 

pmgram got L name. An interprovincial number is also issued to those who 

qualify lor this program. 



This certification allows joumeypersons to move between participating provinces 

without requiring reœrtification or formal assessrnent of cornpetence. Some 

jurisdictions require renewal from time to time and charge a fee to obtain a 

Joumey Level Certificat0 of Qualification. There are currentiy a total of 44 Red 

Seal trades recognized in Welve Canadian jurisdictions including Manitoba. 

Several issues have yet to be addressed in the apprentiœship program. 

Technological changes continue to have a significant impact on trades and 

apprenticeship. Keeping up to date with state of the art technology and new 

methoâologies requires a lifelong cornmitment to leaming. Ensuring 

opportunities exist to acquire these skills and that trade cerafication reflects a 

joumeyperson's expertise in technologid advanws and new ideas will be 

challenging to al1 stakehdders. Certification of existing joumeypersons in the 

emerging technologies and skills will be one of the new challenges. 

The cumnt Apprenticeship Program with the recent impmements described 

above has increased the mobilky of approntices acmss Canada, expanded the 

flexibility of aie program to address emerging ocaipatbnal and skiIl 

requirernents, enhanced the accessibility of appmnticeship training to high school 

students and experienoed woiken, and increased the participation of industry. 



However, the basic structure still exists that: 

1. requires wmmitment from an employee to specialize in one trade upon 

entering the program, 

2. provides a pattern of training that is specific to and is established by 

the individual trades and has no requirernent that generic transferable 

skills be developed in the first year(s), and 

3. includes a legal wntract that binds the employee to an employer for 

three to five years of the training. 

These characteristics limit employee options to transfer to different occupations 

within their chosen field or to have previous relevant training recognized. 

With the anticipated trend toward multiple jobs, and emerging new occupations 

and trades while others are in dedine, I would contend that the next step is to 

address how employees may enjoy a smooth transition between jobs. 

Ceroficaüon in new skills should be take into consideration the applicability of 

previous training in other M e s  that may no longer be in demand or may have 

Iost aieir ecanornic standing due b advanœs in technology or over supply of 

joumeypersons. Fumer restructuiing of the Apprenticeship Program to address 

the emerging requirernent for wrker rnobility will be reliant on the economic 

costs and benefits of doing so which are examined in Chapter 4. 



This chapter will demonstrate that the Apprenticeship Program is a cost effective 

systern foi skills development which also brings economic benefits to workers, 

employers and the govemment, and therefore, is worthy of expansion and 

reorganization to maximize its utiiization. Whiie investments by those involved in 

and responsible for this program will be shown to be substantial, the multifaceted 

retums to society benefit al1 stakeholders at various levels. 

An economic analysis of apprenticeship training will be conducted using the 

human capital theory to assess the viability of this training program and its 

continued benefit to developing skilled workers in Manitoba. The intent is to 

detemine if the benefits from this program are sufficient to off-set the 

investments by the partnem. As no economic studies of apprenticeship training 

in Manitoba have been wnducted to date, the costs and benefits to the various 

parlicipants will be documented and compared where possible. 

As described in the previous chapter. the development of skills thrwgh 

apprenticeship requires vaiious inputs fiom a number of sources. These inputs 

indude the use of caphl resources and cornmitment of human and financial 

resources. To determine the economic impact of chming to allocate these 



resources to mis method of training. an examination of the costa and benefits will 

be developed in the following discussion. 

An economic analysis of apprenticeship training can be wnducted through 

applying the Human Capital Theory which proposes that investments in human 

resources are made to impmve productivity, which should translate into higher 

profits for employers and higher earnings for employees (Gunderson and Riddell 

364). Under this theory, education and training are considerd to be pnmafy 

sources of human capital that provide both skills and an indication of an 

employee's potential. However, such investments corne at a cost paid in the 

present which must be weighed against potential fuaire retums that may result 

h m  the new skills and impmved productivity (Gunderson and Riddell378). 

Accoding to this theory, the decision to invest in human capital wll be made 

when the benefits outweigh the "costs by a sufficient amount" (Gunderson and 

RMdell364). On the supply sMe of the equation, conduding a cost benefit 

analysis of acquiring a particular skill must indude calculations of both direct 

costs such as tuidkn and "opportunity costs or incorne forgone whle (. . .) people 

acquim human capitar (Gundemn and Riâdell369-370). However, Gunderson 

and Riddell contend that the latter component can prwe diffiailt to evaluate due 

b the need b estimate what people would have eamed without the invesbnent 

in human capital (Gundemon and Riddell365). 



It is comrnonly acknowledged by economists that there are a number of 

complicating factors affecting the decision to make human capital investments 

that indude personal, financial and social variables (Gunderson and Riddell375- 

377; McConnell, Bme and Pope 341-343). Individual choices to avail oneself of 

education or training may be affected by personai propensity for learning, leisure 

time preferences, attitudes toward risk and the need for job satisfaction 

(Gunderson and Riddell370-371). lnterest rates. educational subsidy programs 

and available savings as well as unemployment rates may also impact 

investments in skill development (Gunderson and Ridde11371-372). As these 

factors are controlled in the human capital theory, the analysis of apprenticeship 

training attempted in this chapter will focus on the primary elements of this theory 

of current costs and potential incorne (Gunderson and Riddell367-368). 

On the demand side of this theory, employer preferences for worken with 

enhanced or specializeâ skills will Vary depending on the produdiun process. the 

oganizational structure. and the market. Employer preferences for hiring 

transferable skills versus developing sknls on the job wil also Vary depending on 

the type of requiied skills and the labour maiket (Gunderson and Riddell371- 

372). An employer may choose to train an employee on the job basai on limited 

supply of skills in the market, the spedalized nature of aie skills required or the 



economic costdbenefits of ernploying a worker while skills are being developed 

(Gunderson and Riddell371-372). 

Through the apprenticeship model of training. the costs of this investment tend to 

be shared by both the employer and employee with some inputs h m  

government (Gunderson and Ridde11380-381). The provincial govemment 

provides organizational support to the apprenticeship trades provid ing the 

linkages between employer and employee and ensuring the quality of training 

while subsidizing training costs for employees who qualify (Apprenticeship 

Branch, 1999). The pubic expenditures committed to this support will be 

discussed under Sedion 4.2. Direct Costs. 

The costs to the employer under this mode1 of training indude the requirement 

that, in order to aquire potential, apprentices be paid at a rate regulated by the 

govemment that is higher than that paid an unskilled woiker but less than that 

pa# a skilled worker (Apprenticeship Branch. 1999). In retum aie employer 

benefb from the employee's produdivity although il will be less than maximum 

due to Ume utilked for both on the job training and dassroom instnidkn. The 

employer also benefits h m  the knowledge of new techniques and technologies 

aquired by the employee while at school (Apprenüceship Branch, 1999). 



The employee ûenefits from eamings that are greater than what would be 

eamed as an unskilled labourer. Apprentices cornronly are rewgnized by 

industry as unskilled but with the potential ability to becorne certified 

joumeyperson and are paid more based on this potentiel (Apprenticeship 

Branch. 1999). The employee also has the opportunity to eam more as new 

skills are acquired as shown in the regulated schedule of wages that increases 

with each year of training. 

Costs to the ernployee can include lost wages during classroom training, forgone 

eamings by accepting a lower wage during a lengthy training period and other 

direct costs such as tuition and books. The ernployee also must weigh the risks 

of committing to one specific trade versus choosing another as the structure of 

these training programs discussed in Chapter 5 is such that changing to a 

different apprenticeship occupation viftually means starting over. In this case 

most of the investments in previous training would be lost. 

An examination of aie wage structure for apprenticeship training to determine the 

benefits to both the employer and employee follows in Secüon 4.1. This indudes 

an incorne cornparison to other regulated salaries such as the provincial 

minimum wage rate and minimum wage mtes fOr related occupations. The direct 

cos& of investing in skills needed to achkve these wages are describecl in 



Section 4.2 induding tuition and program fees. In addition, indirect cos& such 

as lost income during dassroom training will be included. 

To determine the impact of skill development on wage rates, the resulting 

income streams under the regulated wage structure of the apprenticeship 

program will be examined as well as the minimum potential wage once 

joumeyperson status is achieved. Also I will compare to other potential income 

streams that may reasonably be assumed should the individual choose not to 

participate in this training program. It was found that the potential for higher 

hiture eamings are significant for almost al1 of these occupations in the long run. 

In Manitoba the minimum wage rate effecüve April 1,1999 is $6.00 per hour 

which mesns mat an employee working a 40 hour week would eam $240 gross 

salary. Therefore, an occupation requiring limited skills or training would pay 

approximately $1 2,500 per year to a Ml time employee. This minimum wage 

increases fmm Ume b time when the provincial govemment determines that a 

higher minimum wage is wairanted. It should be noted that this wage rate could 

be considemMy higher for unskilled workers when shortages am experienced in 

a tigM labour market. Alw, unsldlld labour in a unionized hidustry generally 



realize higher than minimum wages as a result of the collective bargaining 

process. 

Under the apprenticeship model ernployees eam an houily wage that is higher 

than the provincial minimum as laid out in the regulations goveming each trade 

under the Apprenticeship Training Program. These wage rates are expressed in 

terms of: 

1. a percentage of the prevailing wages of a joumeyperson which are 

also set in regulation. or 

2. as a percentage that must be paid above minimum wage 

(Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

Each of these two formulas and an analysis of their impact on incorne are 

exarnined in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. 

These minimum wage rates tend to be based on the generally accepted 

standard for apprenticed trades that in the first year or terni this wage will be at 

least 10% above the provincial minimum wage rate. lncrernental increases upon 

completing each tetm of training are ~ ISO stipulated in the regulation and are 

expected to be a minimum of 10%. In many trades under The Appmntimship 

end Tining QualMicefions Act, these 10% minimum increases are stipulated in 

the goveming regulaüons. 



Beyond these minimums, the wage rate paid apprentices varies among 

employers depending upon company size and the impact of unionization. Where 

a collective agreement exists that specifies wage rates. the apprentice receives 

whichever is higher, the legislated wage or that which is specified in the 

collective agreement (Apprenticeship Branch. 1999). 

The employer is responsible for paying these wages while apprentices are on the 

job and not attending technical courses. Although employers are not required to 

remunerate apprentices while they are away h m  the job taking ciassroorn 

training. they are encouraged to do so (Apprenticeship Branch. 1999). Incorne 

received by apprentices during this period of training will be discussed under 

Section 4.3. Public Expendihires. 

4.1.1 Apprentice W.g.8 as a Percentage of Joumeyperson Wages 

Apprentices for trades that are part of the Greater Winnipeg Building 

Construction industry are paid a percentage of aie joumeyperson's wage 

rate as specified in the Building ConstNcüon Minimum Wage Regulations 

which was last revised on May 1,1997. Waiin these trades, apprentices 

are paid between $8.30 and $14.05 per hour in their fimt term. ln aie last 

term of apprenticeship. apprentices can eam between $1 5.67 and $20.08 

an hour (Manitoba Labour, The Cansûuctbn Industw W w s  m; 
Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). This maximum apprenticeship wage can 



be achieved in three. four or five years depending on the organizational 

structure of the training program (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

It should be noted that whefe occupations are organized into six ~ n t h  

ternis an average hourîy wage for the year has been calculated for 

consistency in making comparisons between the occupations. For 

example, the schedule for Painter and Dewrator apprentices provides for 

a minimum hourly wage of $7.37 to be paid in the first six months and 

$9.22 in the second six months (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). An 

annual average of $8.30 has been used in this cornparison. 

Using the same calculations and assumptions applied to a minimum wage 

eamer described above, an apprentice woiking a 40 hour week on a full 

time basis in these trades could eam h m  $330 to $560 per week in their 

first year or appmximately $17,160 to $29,120 a year. This may be 

somewhat less if aie employer dcms rot pay the apprentice during peiiods 

of dassroom training to be diswssed later. As the constnictiun industry 

tends to be seasonal by nature, the calailation of annual salaries a l l m  

for more of a perspective and comparative analysis. Real annual incorne 

may be less. 



Workers in this sector of the economy could have a couple of alternative 

incorne streams without training. Wthout investing in the apprenticeship 

training, workers could enter several other types of occupations. The 

following provides a comparison of the regulated apprenticeship salaries 

summarized abave to salaries that would be eamed under minimum wage 

as an "Unskilled Labourer" in the construction industry and as a "General 

Construction Labouret'. The following tables 4.1 .l. 1 and 4.1.1.2 provide 

data for reference purposes in this comparison. 

Table 4.1.1.1 
Comoarison of the Lowest Waae Rates Paid Amwontices to 

ûther Reaulated Waae Rates 

* Manitoba Labour, Various Regulations 
Applies only to Plumber & RefrigeratorlAir Conditioning Mechanics. 

Lowest 
Apprenticeship Waget 

Difference from 
General 

Construction 
Labourer Wage 

$1 6.80e 

$ 

Difference From 
Unskilled 

Construction 
Labourer Wage 

$1 0.38* 

la Year ($8.30) 
, 2nd Year ($1 1.98) 
3m Year ($13.82) 
4m Year ($1 5.67) 

Difference from 
Minimum Wage 

$6.00* 

% $ 

, ($1938) 13.58 226.3 9.20 88.6 2-78 16.5 
Joumeypenon 112.101 201.71 7.72) 74.41 1.30) 7.71 

$ % Oh 

2.30 
5.98 
7.82 
9.67 

-50.6 
-28.7 
-17.7 
-6.7 

-2.08 
1.60 
3-44 
5-29 

38.3 
99.7 

130.3 
161.2 

-20,O 
15.4 
33.1 

-8.50 
-4.82 
-2.98 

51.0 -1.13 



Table 4.1 A.2 
rison of the H-te8 Paid Wnntit.8 to 
a 

4.1 .l .l Comprrison to Minimum Wage 

Difference fmm 
General 

Construction 
Labourer Wage 

$1 6.80' 

Difference ftom 
Minimum Wage 

$6.00* 

Highest 
Apprenticeship Wage* 
1' Year ($14.05) 
2* Year ($16.22) 

The regulated apprenticeship wage rates represent a minimum 

increase of 38.3% above $6.00 provincial minimum wage for new 

apprenüces. Apprentices in their final year of training could eam up 

to 234.3% more than the minimum wage although it can be 

reasonably assumed that three to five yeam of experience even in an 

unskilled, nonunionized occupation would iesult in some increase in 

pay over minimum wage. 

Difference From 
Unskilled 

Construction 
Labourer Wage 

$10.38' 

$ % 

* Manitoba Labour, Various Regulations 
"Applies only to Plumber 8 ReftigeratorlAir Conditioning Mechanics. 

$ 

199.0 
234.3 
226.7 
308.3 

3* Year ($17.94) 
4* Year ($20.06) 

, 56 YeaP ($1 9.60) 
Joumeyperson 
($24.50) 

% $ 

8.05 
10.22 

7.56 
9.68 

11.94 
14.06 
13.60 
18.50 

% 

1 .14 
3.26 

134.2 
170.3 

72.8 
93.3 

6.8 
19.4 

3.67 
5.84 

18.7 
45.8 

-2.75 
4.58 

35.4 
56.3 

9.22 
14.22 

-16.4 
-3.5 

88.8 
137.0 

2.80 
7 -70 



4.1.1.2 Cornparison to Unskllkd Construction Laboun 

It is also relevant to compare these wage rates with that of an 

'unskilled labourer in the construction industry. It could be assumed 

that sorneone considering construction as an occupational field may 

enter this career path as a labourer. 

As the wage rate for an unskilled labourer is specified under the 

building construction iegulation at a minimum of $10.38 per hour, the 

theory of forgone wages could be applied. Workers who choose 

apprenticeship over unskilled labour would lose a maximum of $2.08 

an hour or about $83 a week representing $4,316 in the fimt year for 

a full time employee. This rnay be a factor in the short run but only for 

a few trades as out of the twelve apprenticeship occupations included 

in this constnidion category five pay less than an 'unskilled 

labourer's" minimum wage in the fiist year and all pay more in the 

second year. 

However, the regulations limit the number of muunskilled labourers" in 

the constniction indusûy to one for every ten 'general constrncüon 

labourers" per employer (Apprenticeship Bmncti. 1 999). Therefoie a 

cornparison to the regulated wages for this latter occupation follows. 



4.1 A.3 Cornparison to Geneml Construction Labourer 

The minimum wage for a *general construction labourer" is specified 

under the Building Construction Minimum Wage Regulation at $16.80 

an hour (Apprenticeship Bmnch. 1999). Using this wage rate as a 

cornparison, most apprentices would experience a diminishing wage 

loss beginning at $8.50 in the first tenn and declining to $1.1 3 in the 

fourth tem. The maximum loss that may be experienced by 

apprentices in their first term would be $8.50 per hour or $340 per 

week representing approximately $1 7,680 per year for a full tirne 

employee (see Table 4.1 .1 -1). This shows that although workers can 

achieve higher wages in the short run, investments in human capital 

through training will result in higher retums in the long run. 

In al1 of these occupations, cerüRed joumeypersons are paid a 

minimum of between $1.30 and $7.70 an hour or h m  about 8% to 

46% more than the General Constnicüon Labourer. Therefore, the 

investments in apprenticeship training are offset by higher wages than 

could be eamed in the same occupational field with no training. 

In these construction occupations, the employer is able to realize 

substantial swings by hiring apprentices who pehm aie duties of a 

general constNdkn labourer while leaming their trade. Using the 



minimum wages eamed by apprentices, these savings over paying the 

minimum salary of a general construction labourer range from 50% in the 

first year to 7% in the fourth year. For the more highly paid trades. the 

lowest savings that could be realized by the employer would be 16% for 

the highest paid apprentice in the first year. 

Some savings are also realized if the apprentice functions as unskilled 

labourers in the first year but only for the lower paid apprentices. 

Construction labourers are paid approximately 20% more than the lowest 

paid apprentice. 

4.1.2 Apprenti- Wages as a Percentage of Minimum Wage 

The wage rates for al1 other apprenticeship occupations that do not fall 

under the regulatkn for consûuction related trades are described in 

mgulation es a percentage above the $6.00 per hour provincial minimum 

wage rate (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). This percentage ranges 

significantly between the trades. 

As of April1,199Q, this salary top up ranges fiom 10% to 45% of 

minimum wage far apprentices in their fimt term. This resub in an houily 

wage rate for new apprentices ranging h m  $6.60 to $8.70. In the final 

year of aieir training, apprentices under this reguladion eam h m  20% to 



125% more than the provincial minimum wage or up to $13.50 per hour. 

It should be noted that only the aestheticians and hairstylist 

apprenticeships fall into the 20% category with al1 other trades paying at 

least 40% above the minimum wage rate in the last year of training. 

Using the same calculations and assumptions applied to a minimum wage 

earner described earlier, an apprentice working a 40 hour week on a full 

time basis could eam between $264 and $348 per week or between 

$1 3,728 and $18,096 a year. This rnay be somewhat less if the employer 

does not pay the apprentice during perlods of classroom training. 

The rate at which an apprentice's wages increase depends on the trade, 

the duration of each terni and the schedule of incremental increases 

established by the trade council. lncremental increases range between 

10% and 20%. However. when the trades organized into six rnonth tems 

are assessed on an annual basis, the wages for rnost trades increase by 

20% per year. One notable exception is that of cabinetmaker. which 

begins at 45% above minimum wage with incremental inmeases of 30%, 

25% and 25% each consecutive terni resulting in the apprentice receiving 

125% above minimum wage in the fourth year of training. 



Although in the short fun there is an opporhinity to eam wages in other 

occupations that are higher than those offereâ for some trades under the 

Apprenticeship Program, the potentiel for higher future eamings are significant 

for almost al1 of these occupations in the long run. Theoretically these 

employees may also experience less unemployment as an employer commits to 

the apprenticeship program and does not wish to nsk losing sorneone in whom 

several years of training have been invested as they expect a longer retum on 

their investment. 

The prediction of future beneffls must be grounded in the economic trends and 

potential for realizing these benefits. In periods of stable or growing economy. 

employees can invest in training with the certainty that not only will they have an 

opportunity to wmplete their training but that theoretically there will be jobs in 

their chosen field upon certification. 

However, the recent trends toward downsizing and restructuring have reduced 

the availability of full time positions, resulted in pay cuts and created the n e 4  for 

transferable skills. These transferable skills allow workers flexibility to obtain 

retums on their investrnents in their human capital beyond specialist aspects of 

individual businesses (Gundemn and Riddell380-381). It has been estimated 

that rnost wodcers will have between six and eight different jobs in their lifetime 

and up to Rve complete career changes (Unger 44). If potential income is a 



primary consideration in dedding on a career path, the workers must be assured 

that the skills they invest in will be valued in the future in more than one capacity. 

lnvestrnents generally corne at a wst that is paid in anticipation that there will be 

future rewarâs. As indicated eailier. these costs are shared to differing degrees 

by several partners in the Apprenticeship Training Program for whom the 

rewards also differ. 

Each apprenticeship training program includes a required period of 

classroom instruction that pmvides the apprentice with theoretical 

knowtedge and technical training. The duration of these training periods 

varies between the M e s  and can change wiai each succeeding tem. 

The amount of time spent in schod ranges h m  four to ten weeks a year 

throughout the program although a few trades require no dassroom 

training in the final t m  of apprenticeship. The total time spent in 

ctassmm training ranges h m  eleven to foity weeks according to aie 

schedule established (Or each trade (Apprentiœship Branch, 1999). 



Dunng these training periods. employen have three options: 

Lay off the apprentice who may then be eligible to apply for 

Employment Insurance Benefits and support for training costs 

as described below under Public Expenditures; 

Lay off the apprentice and make-up the difference between their 

regular wages and the training allowance; or 

Pay the apprentice their regular wages (Apprenticeship Branch, 

1999). 

Emptoyen who choose not to pay apprentices during classmom training 

realize minimum savings of between $1,320.00 and $5,600 a year in the 

construction industry and between $1.056 and $3,480 in al1 other 

apprenticeships. However, the employer may not experience an equal 

amount of lost produdivity. In sectors that are seasonal by nature, the 

employer may require that the apprentice attend dassroorn training during 

seasonal down tirne to bridge the gap between produdive perkds. 

These savings to the employer in unpaid apprentice wages rnay not w l t  

in an equal amount of lost incorne to employees. Apprentices who are laid 

off and are eligible for and apply to the federal govemment for benefits 

under the Employment lnsuranœ Program may experience a lower 

incorne over the perkd of training for hna reasons: 



1. two weeks lost salary due to the minimum required waiting 

period between the last day of ernployment and the fimt day 

benefits are paid, and 

2. maximum rate of benefits set at 55% of normal salary. 

Consequently by my calculations, expenditums per apprentice for 

employers who choose to top up these benefits to equal the apprentices' 

nomal wage would range between $600 and $2,500 in the construction 

industry and between $475 and $1,560 in al1 other apprenticeship trades. 

However. employees who do not qualify for Employment Insurance 

Benefits and are not provided a salary by their employer during training 

periods would experience lost incorne equal to the employer's salaiy 

savings described above. As a result, these workers are making a greater 

personal investment in human capital. 

Schod related expnses indude tuition. books, travel. and 

accommodation which the employer is encouraged but not required to 

pay. While travel and accommodations apply only to those who are 

employed in amas outside of Winnipeg, Brandon or The Pas where 

training is generally offered, bHkn and books are a constant expense for 

al1 appentiœships (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 



Effective July 1.1998, tuiüon fees were set by the Apprenticeship Bnnch 

at $200 for al1 courses up to eight weeks in duration. An addition $25 

charge was set for each additional week of in-school training 

(Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). Therefore tuition can range from $200 to 

$250 per year and represent a total of between $400 and $1,000 over the 

course of an apprenticeship program. 

As indicated in Chapter 3. apprentices may be eligible for financial support 

to cover these direct training costs. Although other training costs such as 

travel and day care rnay also be covered, an estimation of these costs 

would require a detailed study due to the multitude of various 

combinations and rates depending on the apprentice's personal 

cirarmstances and location within the province. 

c 
The Apprenticeship Training Branch has developed a set of standard fees 

that apply to new apprentices, graduating joumeypersons and qualified 

joumeypersons. New appmntices are charged a registratbn fee of $50 

upan application to enter the program. They may al- be charged a Prbr 

Learning Assessrnent & Recognition Examination fee of $100 to 



detemine if previous experience and training qualifies them to enter at a 

higher level (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

Graduating apprentices are levied a $250 fee for conducting a Trades 

Qualification AssessmenVExaminations, and rnay be required to pay a 

$75 fee for reaamination if the filst exarn is failed. A $75 fee is also 

charged for issuing a Cerüficate of Qualification that is renewable in two 

years to each apprentice who has completed the Apprenticeship Training 

Program, demonstrated satisfactory experience and passed al1 required 

examinations. Should the joumeyperson wish to be qualified to practice 

across Canada, a $75 fee is charged for wnducting the Inter-Provincial 

Standards Examination or to receive a Red Seal (Apprenticeship Branch, 

1999). 

Besides paying for a renewal of œRification, qualifiai joumeypersons rnay 

pay a $75 fee for a review or validation of credentials, $35 for a 

replacement ceitificate, pocket card or record book or S i  5 for a temporary 

permit (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). Upon graduation, the minimum 

total fms paid to becorne a joumeyperson eligible to practice across 

Canada would be $400. Over the course of the apprenticeship program, 

fees could total up to $640. 



There are two levels of public funding made available to participants in the 

Apprenticeship Program. At the provincial level, budget allocations to this 

program cover the administrative costs as well as the salaries of staff who 

co-ordinate and deliver services to the employer and apprentices as 

outlined in Chapter 3. These expenditures indude the financial support 

for direct training costs to apprentices who do not qualify for Employment 

lnsurance Benefits as described eatiier. 

At the federal level. in addition to the benefits provided under the 

Employment lnsurance Program, financial support for the educational 

component of Apprenticeship training is also provided. These two levels 

of investment in training will be examined below. 

4.2.4.1 Provincial Oovernmmt Fundlng 

The Manitoba Govemment's financial cornmitment to the delivery of 

the Apprentimship Program has been steadily increasing since the 

early 1990's. As shown in Chapter 2, Table 2.7.1, total funding for this 

program reported in the 1093194 Detailed Expendituie Estimates was 

just over one millkn dollars. This increased the following year by 

about 30% or to approximately $1.5 million which has remained 

mlathrely constent fbr the last four years despite the fluctuations in the 



organizational structure outiined in Chapter 2. Although this 

represents a small portion of the total provincial budget, the increased 

staffing and budget while 0 t h  programs were in decline, suggests a 

cornmitment to responding to industry's needs for skilleâ worken to 

remain cornpetitive in an expanding global market. 

Using these figures in conjunction with the level of activity generated 

by the program shown in Chapter 3 - Table 3.3.1 , a preliminary 

analysis can be conducted as to the direct costs to the public. 

Accordingly there were 2,302 active apprentices in Manitoba at the 

end of the 1993/94 fiscal year. The budget expenditures for that year 

represents about $520 per apprentice. In 1994195, the number of 

acüve apprentices increased to 2,485, however, the increased budget 

expenditures resulted in about $620 being spent per apprentice which 

was standard for the following four years. 

In 1998199 both staning and operating costs for aie Apprenticeship 

Program increased induding an additional one million dollars 

designated to cover training costs for apprentices who do not qualify 

for Federal benefits. Wth 3,550 program participants that year, this 

msuL in increaseâ hinding to about 5830 spent per apprentice. 



4.2.4.2 Fedenl Govemment Funding 

Training institutions that deliver theoretical instruction charge tuHion 

fees for each student. Under the Apprenticeship Program, students 

are required to pay $200 of this fee while the federal govemment funds 

the balance. For exampk, if a college charges $2,000 par apprentice 

for an eight week coune, the fderal government would be 

responsible for $1,800. The total amount available for tuition to 

Manitoba has been capped at a maximum of $3.6 million dollars 

(Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

Until recently, this federal funding was provided to the provincial 

government which was responsible for paying the training institutions. 

Changes by the Federal Govemment in this funding format effective 

in1999/2000 will result in this fee Ming paid directly to the student 

rather than to the Provincial Govemment. At this Ume, that portion of 

the tuition fees paid by the Federal Govemment will becorne a taxaMe 

benefit to students (Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

This has been opposed by both industry and provincial govemments 

bas& on the argument that Ernployment Insumnœ is funded sdely by 

contributions from employen and empkyees induding apprentices. 

Optional funding bases are being explored such as establishing an 



Apprenticeship Training Fund that would be sustained by dedicated 

funding from tuition fees, grants and pmgram fees discussed above 

(Apprenticeship Branch, 1999). 

These investments were examined by the Manitoba Apprenticeship Task 

Force and compared to govemment revenues realized from apprentices 

at different inwme ievels. Government inwme sources included in this 

analysis were based on 1994 income tax (provincial and federal), 

Employment Insurance contributions, and PSTIGST paid on 60% of after 

tax income (Task Force on Apprenticeship 20). 

By their calculations, govemment revenues from an apprentice who 

makes $8.00 per hour or more is greater than the govemment's 

expenditures toward the apprentice's training. This net govemment 

revenue, as shown in Attachment IV taken directly from the task force 

report, ranges up to $9,307 per year for an wunmarried apprentice eaming 

$20 an hour, empioyed full-tirne and attending in-schod training eight 

weeks a yeaf (Task Foice on Apprenticeship 20). 

and Corn- 

Although the duration of an apprenticeship training program can range 

fmm two to f ie  years, most aie oganizeâ into aime or four veaf 



schedules. The duration of apprenticeship training is expressed in tems 

of years. However, a 'yeai' is defined by the number of hours of training 

and experience required for each trade. In some cases these are 

described in the regulation such as the V a d e  of Carpenter Regulationsn 

that describes the tenn of apprenticeship as "four calendar years of [on 

the job] training and [dassroom] instruction of at least 1,800 hours each 

yeaf. 

A log book in which hours worked are rewrded and verified by the 

employer is used to detemine when these required hours have been 

cornpleted. In seasonal industries, accumulating the required number of 

hours can extend over several calendar years (Apprenticeship Branch, 

1999). 

mis represents a significant investment by employees in time and 

cornmitment toward one specific set of skills with the anticipation that 

once ceMecl, hiIl time employrnent will be available in the chosen 

occupation. In a dimate where it is predided that employees will have 

between six and eight different jobs in theit lifetime and up to five major 

camr changes. il is important that investments in training develop 

tmnderable skills that can be continuously upgiaded to remain current. 



While the salaries for apprenticeship trades may be sufficient to offset the costs 

of training, the instability of many of these occupations makes them less 

attractive to many workers. Fluctuations in ewnomic clirnate and rapid 

technological changes tend to affect construction and mechanical based jobs 

that currently fom the greatest portion of apprenticeship trades. Workers who 

have invested in these skills can be unernplayed temporarily or pennanently 

depending upon their mobility or their re-trainability. The latter can require 

starting from scratch due to the structure of apprenticeship training that does not 

provide for cornmon core wmpetencies for related occupations to be leamed in 

aie initial stages of training shown in the next chapter. This inhibits flexibility and 

mobility in apprenticeship training. 



In this chapter, I will argue that one way of improving flexibility of the 

apprenticeship system and bring benefits to al1 stakeholdenr is to reorganize the 

delivery of the generic skills portion of the apprenticeship system in such a way 

that cornmon, generic dements of related occupational skills are taught to all 

such occupations in the same relative sequence. 

The current skills devekpment process will be examined in light of the economic 

climat8 and business response to trends such as rapid advances in new 

technology and global markets. The rising neeâ for fîexibility by both employers 

and employees will be diswssed as wel as proposed strategies to meet this 

challenge. A review of -nt research reports and findings will be provided as 

background including the proposed realignment of public educational policy that 

focuses on the development of generic skills. Relateâ concepts induding life 

long leaming and wre cornpetendes wiil also be exploied as iequirements for 

worker mobility. Finally, the different types of generic skills will be exarnined as 

the foundation for reviewing appmntiœship skills. 

Given the level of investmenb in time, energy, cornmitment and resources by 

each paitner in apprenticeship training, il is important that the iesulting skills be 

both valuable in the maricetplace and remain devant over tirne. H O W ~ W ~ ~  this 

has became a challenge as the rapid rate of change, evolving global economy 
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and corporate restructun'ng have resulted in continuously changing skill-sets, 

Ructuating levels of demand and advenities in supply. As a consequence, them 

has been a rising need for flexibility by business, labour and training institutions. 

"Rapid and continuous technological, econornic, demographic and social 

changes directly influencen (Redekopp and Oaiers i) the nature of work and 

promotes the need for emerging new trades (Lankard lW6,l). As the nature of 

work has becorne increasingly dynamic, the neeâ for empkyees to develop 

transferable sliills and for educational institutions to create environments that 

foster acceptance of change becornes of greater importance (Kerka lQ9lV2). 

Training programs must evolve to provide skills that equip employees to remain 

employable and that address changing business and occupational needs in 

existing and newly designated trades. 

Consequently, current sWll development models are being re-examined in light of 

these changes to develop options that will support w k e r  mobility (Lankard 

1996,l). Concurrently, initiatives to study what skills employers need to mmain 

competitiie have also been undertaken by govemment The phary  focus of 

these studies has ben an attempt to Ment@ generic skills and to detemine the 

skill transferability betwwn occupations that wwld pmvide greater flexibility for 

workers, employers and vocational training programs (Smith 4). 'Employability 

sclcurity' m e r  than job security has becorne the primary goal (Saterfiel and 

Mdarty 1 ; Kanter 9). Employability security is defined by Kedm as M e  
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knowledge that one has the competencies demanded in the new economy and 

the ability to expand and adjust those competencies as requirements changen 

(Keika 1993,2). 

The emerging modem global economy that has been the impetus to reduced 

industry and labour stability has developed due to a number of factors: 

"decreasing transportation and communications costs"; 

"new political structures and economic alliances (such as the European 

Community and North American Free Trade Agreement)"; and, 

"homogenization of tastes influenced by aie media. travelw and the 

spread of multinational corporations such as McDonalds (Kerka 1993, 

1). 

This economy is charaderized by global cornpetition, cultural diversity, new 

technologies and new management processes (Kerka 1993,l; Lankard 1996 i ). 

Cornpetitive orgenizaüons in this global economy are charaderized by service, 

praductivity, speed flexibility and affordable quality (Davis and Botkin 11 1; Ke&a 

1993.1). Companies need to have aie flexibility to qukkly and easily adjust to 

rapidly changing trends in consumer preferences and be able to produce quality 

results in a timeîy manner with the ngM inputs. As labour is one of those inputa, 

flexibilw in the quanüty and quality is required. 



Through the g lobalizat ion of the world economy, many Canadian businesses 

have experienced gmat rewards and challenging cornpetition. In an effort to 

rernain cornpetitive and profitable, they have re-stnictured and reorganized their 

work places and production processes (Lankard 1994,l). Upon doing so, 

business found that the new skills they required were often in short supply due in 

part tu rapid change (Lankard 9996,2). The National Research Council 

estimates that one-half of a worker's skills now becorne obsolete in three to five 

years as opposed to seven to fourteen years (Davis and Botkin 89). 

One way that employers can ensure an adequately trained workforce is to enter 

into partnerships with education and the community. Benefits to such 

partnerships include reduced training costs, increased productivity and profit line 

(Lankard 1995,2). Apprenticeship is one such parbiership that prwides the 

employer with the opportunÎty to be dimctly involved in program and course 

development while benefiting from public support for training costs and program 

coordination. 

In addition to skills sho-ges, the process of restructuring highlighted pmblems 

traditional skill development systems have in matching rapidly changing 

requirements (Lankard 1994, 1-2). Restructuring also highlighted the inseairity of 

job spedfic skills and put inlo motion a mobile labour brw. more by acddent 

than design. 



The rate of job and career mobility has escalated to the point that the old way of 

one job or one career for life is no longer a reality for many people. Although 

joblcareer tenure ranges between occupations, changes can occur as often as 

every few months in trades such as carpentry. The need for industrial, 

occupational and geographical mobility can be ttiggered by either employee or 

employer decisions. 

Employee motivated job or career changes can ocwr as worùen strive for 

advancement, job satisfaction, better conditions or continued employment. The 

elimination of career advancement opportunHies through the flattening of job 

ladders and the effect of unstable occupations in cyclical secton such as 

construction and rnining have been cited as creating "job hoppers" and "career 

drifters" who change jobs and occupations on a regular basis (Davis and Botkin, 

1 1 5; Brown 1998 m r  Mohm 1 ; Cahill and Martland 1 ). However, in rnany 

instances where restruduikig has eliminated jobs andlor careers, survival is the 

motivating factor that moves -ers between jobs. 

Other strategies initiated by employers to develop flexibility and d u c e  costs 

have aflected the structure of the labour market and cmated anomalies in 

demand for skills that affect the sucœss of displaced workers. 'Over the past 

two decades, Fortune 500 companks have laid off miIlbris d workeia b re- 
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engineer organizational functions* (Borchard 9). In some cases this has created 

a surplus of qualifieci candidates that exœed the number of job opportunities 

while in other advances in technology have created demands for new basic skills 

with which training and retraining prograrns have had difficulty keeping pace 

(Borchard 9). 

Also resulting from this resrganization, there has been a dramatic increase in 

part-time jobs, contract work and "portfdio people" (Brown 1998 PartJime Work 

3. "Portlolio peoplen are those workers who have specializeâ skills that are used 

by organizations to fiIl short term needs (Kellett and Conger 1). According to 

Brown. this rnobility cornes at a cost to employers. As workers remember job 

kss and lack of stability. company loyalty has diminished. It was reportad that 

between 50% and 60% of newly hired workers change jobs within the first seven 

monais of employment (Brown 1998 Career Development 1 ). 

Whether employer or employee initlated, it has been reported that 10 percent of 

the woikforce in the United States switches jobs every year according to the 

Bureau of Labour Statistics (Henkoff 53). As a reault, it has been anticipated 

that employees should expect to have at least five came? changes during their 

working life (Unger 44) or four to six occupations (Lankarâ l996,2). People who 

"change jobs every two b thme yeamw should not be comiùered failures as 

many "are brœd to (. . .) by system factors beyond their control" (Hiebert and 

Bezanson 1). 
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It has been suggested mat success in these multitude of jobs and careers is 

based in part on the education and training of the employee. In his research 

paper entitled Three Models of Job Mobility in Labour Markets", Hachen found 

that that education increased success in job mobility. This is echoed in a 1999 

report h m  the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, which noted that "post 

secondary education gives the leamer aie opportunity to acquire relevant and 

diverse knowledge, cornpetencies. and skills for a cornplex social environment 

and labour market". As this trend towarâ complexity and career mobility is likely 

to continue there is strong support for wntinuous ski11 development and lifelong 

leaming (Brown 1998 Career Mobilitv 4; Kerka 1993,2; Redekopp and Others 2). 

5.2.1 Life Long Leaming 

"Skill enhancement thmugh continuing education and training can open 

new doors to workers in transitionn (Brown 1998 Career M-3). 

Redekopp suggests mat the argument for lifelong leaming is based on the 

impacts of continuous change. 'Leaming is consîant when change is 

constant, and leaming can be enjoyable and meaningful when il is seen as 

part of a joumey that fulfils one's heart. (Redekopp and ûthers 2)' 

Davis and Botkhi state that individuals should devekp a lifelong leaming 

strstegy that indudes: 



a) short terni objectives that focus on skills essential to their 

existing job; 

b) mid range goals that focus on skills needed for the future that 

build on a solid base of knowledge; and 

c) a lifekng leaming vision based on interests and beliefs (Davis 

and Botkin 168). 

They should be enwuraged to review and update these on an annual 

basis and to enjoy the joumey of achieving those goals (Davis and Botkin 

168; Redekopp and Others 2). It is thought that this strategy can alleviate 

the stress of having to make one 'right career decision (Redekopp and 

Others 2)". 

"Unfortunately, many people ciinge in terror whey they hear about Wifelong 

learning" (Redekopp and Others 2). They have had little success with 

formal leaming "and need to know that m s t  leaming does not occur in 

formel setüngsa (Redekopp and ûthen 2). Experiential learning 

consthtes much of an individual's accumulated knowledge but many 

people have not been given the tools to recognize the resulting skills or 

record them as assets (Redekopp and Others 2). 

Workers must begin to understand that knawledge, today's m s t  sought 

after resource, msMw in aie individual rather than the organization (Davis 

and Botkin123). When an individual takes responsibility br develophg 
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this resource then changes in control and power in the labour market may 

be realized. 

Responding to these chenging needs has b e n  an issue since the eady 1980's 

predicated by high unemployment across Norai Arnerica. Numerous studies as 

described below have b e n  wnducted to determine the new skills that are most 

valuable to ernployers, the skills that will enhance the employability of workers 

and how development of these skills should be achieved. 

The traditional structure of skill development has focused on training in job 

specific skills ôeginning with simple concepts or tasks upon which more cornplex 

skills and processes were built (Kerka 1993.3; (Lankard 1996,Z). With the 

exception of basic foundational skills such as mathematics, reading and wnüng. 

lMe emphasis was placed on the transferability of these skills. As a result of the 

new work environment. the Collowlng studies have foaised on mis philosophy 

and attempted to categorize skills as to their contribution ta flexibility and 

rnobility. 

These studies and research projects have attempted to define transferable skills 

and idenafy their benefib to empbyees and employers. Alaiough several 

diffemnt temw have been used by dWerent ressarctiem, the concept and value 
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of "generic skills" has been established and is being promoted by educators, 

policy makers and employers alike as the best solution for ensunng employability 

and meeting the changing needs of business and industry (Saterfiel and McLarty 

2; Lankard 1996,l). 

An extensive research study of employer needs was conducted by the 

Conference Board of Canada's Corporate Council on Education in 1992. "One of 

the guiding principles in the Employability Skills Profile developed by the council 

was that aie skills needed for a high-quality Canadian work force now and in the 

future must be generic foundational skills rather than skills specific to certain 

occupations, levels of responsibility or limited to today's jobs" (Mdaughlin 1). 

This last criterion is a vital consideration as it has been predicted that "as many 

as 85% of the jobs avalable by 2010" have yet to be conceived (Brown 1998 

amer Mobilitv 2). 

In developing the Employability SWlk Profile. a survey of 25 of Canada's major 

employers was conducted to identify needed skills. In McLaughlin's summary of 

the resub, the following traits wem idenüfied as of prknary importance in 

ieauiting and retaining employws. It should be noted that equal emphasis was 

placed on each as necessary in varying combinations based on the nature of aie 

job. These employers stat8d that ai& prhary requirements are for: 

1. apeople who can comminicate. think, and continue to leam thmghout 

their lives. 
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2. people who c m  deronstrate positive attitudes and behavioun, 

responsibility, and adaptability, and 

3. people who can work with others" (McLaughlin 1). 

The specific skills that support these traits are listed in the Employability Skills 

Plofile published in 1992 and are discussed in Section 5.4. 

Hiebert and Bezanson propose that people need expanded skill sets to succeed 

in the work place. They cite the Conference Board of Canada as highlighting 

"higher order thinking, personal management and team working skillsm (Hiebert 

and Bezanson 2). In addition. they suggest that people must learn to be self- 

motivateci, pro-active, and develop a positive attitude. 'It is also necessary to 

develop skills in marketing oneself, to enhance skills and attitudes that promote 

being flexible, and to foster skills for detennining one's generic transferable skillsm 

(Hiebert and Bezanson 2). Their proposecl strategy is for education to "focus on 

developing knowledge, skills and attitudes generic to most careerAife transitions 

sikiadknsn (Hiebert and Bezanson 2). 

S o m  educators also believe mat this new and emerging workplace "eliminates 

the viability of vocational education programs that concentrate sdely on the 

aquisitbn of job skiIlsu (Lankard 1996. 1 ). This opinion is supported by Smith 

who stated that the pmblern is not mistance to change by the workem but the 

conterit of wmculum that applies to a sspecific job rather than a family of jobs. 



He felt that in an age of spedalization it is important to develop and recognize 

skills that "are transferable to a variety of occupationsw (Smith 4). 

Other studies conclude that educational institutions should incorporate into their 

programs elernents that develop coping skills, methods for assessing and 

renewing capabiiities, and attitudes that welcorne unceitainty (Brown Career 

Developmeat 3). Lankard further suggests that vocational programs should 

prepare students by developing "basic academic skills, teachability and flexibility, 

the cornmitment to lifelong learning that pemits thern to rapidly change in ways 

required by new organizations of work and content changes in the processes and 

performances of worku (Lankard 1996,l). Re-envisioning ways of preparing 

people for Iife and for work is the emerging challenge for today's educational 

institutions. 

One approach discussed by the Professional Development Centre of Australia in 

an artide enatled Generic Skals, recommends that educational institutions 

should: 

begin imrnediately b devekp, for each program they offer, a 'programme 
specitïcaüon' which idenafies potential stopping-off points and gives the 
intended OUfCOmes of the programme in terms of: 
B the knowleâge and undednding that a shident will be expected to 

have upon c%rnpletkn; 
B key skik: comrknication, numeracy, the use of information 

techndogy and kaming how to leam; 
B cognitive skills, such as an understanding of methodologies or ability in 

critical analysis; 
R subjed spea(ic skills, such as leboratory skills (Professional 

Development Centre 2). 



Although generic skills are acdaimed to be the key to success in today's world, it 

is apparent that there are a number of interpretations, definitions, alternative 

ternis and skill levels discussed under this title. There are also a aide variety of 

varying skills identified as generic. 

Throughout the literature generic skills are describeci in a number of ways: 

1. transferable, transitional, foundational, employability, basic, essential, 

cor8 competencies or life-skills; 

2. skilk or attributes such as proMem solving, decision making. 

interpersonal, communication, technology usage, manipulative. 

science. working in teams; 

3. techniques which contribute to 'life long leaming"; 

4. sMls that rnay be tmiansfened into contexts different from the ones in 

which they were developed (Lankard 1995, 1-2; Mclaughlin 1 ). 

Wiiin these differences aien, appears to be a general consensus that the key 

component of generic slcills is their transfeiability. In other woids, the need for 

these skill sets to apply to situations different h m  the original one in which they 

were developed tends to be cornmon to mst of aie definiüons and descriptions. 

However. aiem are a wiâe variety and range of skills that are identified as 



transferable. Sorne examples taken from a number of studies including 

Canada's Employability Skills Profile include: 

These skills appear to fall into foui categories: 

1. General Basic Skilla such as literacy and numeracy which are 

Supporüng 
Organizational goals 
Counting 

Chernical 
Interactions 
Calculate 
Angles 
Reading graphs 

Listening 

Creative 
thin kinq 
Reading 

Self 
Motivated 
Evaluation 

applicable to al1 jobs and required to succ8ed in Me; 

2. Çpgnibve Sk . ills such as organizational, evaluation, planning, and 

Positive 
Attitudes 
Scheduling 

Problem 
Solving 
Monitoring 

Cost 
Estimates 

problern solving skills needed to progress to different levels of an 

3. SeCManagglnent SI& such as seif-motivation, pmmoüan, continuous 

Honesty 

Communication 

Team Work 

Supervising 

Demomtration 

leaming and ability assessrnent skills necessafy to sustain 

Adaptability 

Keyboarding 

Use of twls 

Liitingl 
carrying 
Climbing 

employability and remain cumnt in their speciality; and, 

4. -1st . . required to becorne an expert in a padcular field or 

family of occupations (Keika 1993,2; Lankard 1904 2-3; McLaughlin 3; 

Smith 4; Professional Development Centre 1-3). 

This fourth level of generic skills is proposeâ by several leading authorities in 

educatbn and empbyment and supported by empkyers across Canada. 
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According to Canada's Employability Skills Profile discussed earlier, generic skills 

which provide the "basic foundation to gel, keep and progress on a job indude 

the applicaüon of specialized knowledge h m  fields such as skilled trades" 

McLaughlin 3). 

However. the skilled trades have traditionally been organized into separate and 

distinct occupations each with its own set of methodologies, knowledge, tools 

and niles. They continue to be considered specialities each requiring distinct 

training programs to achieve mastery. Although similar trades have been 

clustered into categories such as construction, industrial, mechanical and 

service, they are treated as individual rather than inter-related cmfts 

(Apprenticeship Branch 1999). 

For example, in the construction industry carpenters, elecMdans, plumbers and 

pipefitters are al1 specialists required in the completion of msidential and 

ammercial buildings. Although al1 are trained in the same ocaipatknal field, 

they are considered to have llrme in cornmon and few skill ovedaps. If generic 

specialist skills and knowleâge exist between these complementary trades that 

would support flexibility and mobility between occupations, they are nd 

highlighted or widely acknowledged. 

In order to determine the degree to which generic spetcialist skills exist within the 

tmdes and to detmine if these skills can be easily transated into tlexibility and 
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rnobility for workers, I have conducted the following study of the apprenticeship 

trades. Trades identifieâ as relevant to the construction industry have been 

selected as an example for this analysis as discussed in the following section. 

5.5 Analyak of Generic Specialist Skllls In the Construction Trader 

The training process for apprenticeship trades that indudes on-the-job training 

supplemented by classroom training provides a unique oppoitunity to identify the 

skills being developed and to track their progression through the different levels. 

The pattern of skills development is dowmented through the course outlines that 

specify the topics being delivered at each level of the apprenticeship pragram. 

A study of the course outlines for the apprenticeship training delivered by the 

Red River Community College lof the construction trades was conducted. The 

trades that wem induded in ais study were BricMayer, Carpenter, Construction 

EIBcfrician, Plumber, Refrigeration and Air Condiaoning Mechanic, Sprinkler and 

Fire Protection Installer, and StearnfmerlPipefitter. ûther trades also considered 

to ôe construction related were omitted as they were eRer under development, 

unavailable or have become industdalized to the point that th& inter-relaüonship 

with other construction trades is minimal and highly spedalized e.g. Cabinet 

Makem also entiüed Industrial Wood Workers. 



The topics listed in these course outlines were reviewed to determine which were 

cornman to mare than one trade and therefore could constitute a transferable or 

generic skill. This was complicated by the trade specific course descriptions in 

each outline which are developed by the journeypersons conducting the training 

and approved by the Trades Cornmittees. Those skills that could be clearly 

identified as offereâ in multiple apprenticeship pmgrams are listed in Table 5.5.1 

showing at which training level(s) they are offered by each program. 

Table 5.5.1 

TRADES: 



TRADES: 





1 TRADES: 1 





This table indicates that there are a signifiant number of common topics taught 

throughout these trades that could be considered geneiic. In total there are fifty- 

nine topics that have been identified as common across seven apprenticeship 

trades. However, some bades have more cornmonalties than others. While 

Brickiayers were taught only eleven skills common to the other trades under this 

study Plumberç were taught thirty-nine. In addition, those trades that work with 

metals have the highest portion of common topics, with fi@-Wo taught across 

five trades. 

These topics were delivered through two hundred forty two courses across al1 

four levels of training. Many trades offer the same topics at several levels of 

training representing increasing complexity in course content. However, the 

fundamentels of a topic may be provided at levd one in one trade and level four 

in another depending on the organizational stnidure. 

Another observation made of the organizational stnicture of apprenticeship 

training is that most programs pmviâe an introdudory course that describes trade 

pradices in general andlor its historical contect. These intioductbns are 

availabk only to those who have chosen that trade as their career and are not 

available to other students. 



The development of generic transferable skills has been identifid in the previous 

chapter as the key to success in the current economic climate. My analysis 

shows that the benefits to employen include flexibility and adaptabüity to rapid 

change while the benefits to employees indude ernployability and mobility. 

Overall the benefits to Manitoba's economy suggest that organizing training to 

focus attention on generic transferable skills would be a prudent investment of 

both public and private sector time and resources. 

Thmughout aie literature. reference is made to several levels of complexity in 

generic skills. As discussed in Chapter 5. these different levels of sklls can be 

grouped into four different categories of General Basic Skills, Cognitive Skills, 

Self-management Skills and Specialist Skills. It is the prevailing opinion that each 

of these levels of generic skills is fundamentally important to successfully 

adapting to changing jobs or occupations. 

The category of Generic Specialist SWlls des~ribes thse skills required b 

becorne an expeit in an occupational field or family and are necessary to get, 

keep and progress in a job as previously discussed. In order to easily m v e  

between jobs within an occupation, one must not only be trained in applicable 

spedaky skills but those skills that are generic and transferable need t6 be eariily 

recognizable. 
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These Generic Specialist Skills must first be identified within a set of related 

occupations. Within the skilled crafts system this will require that definitions be 

developed for the trade specific terminology and bnguage describing the 

required skills. Understanding the meaning of the trade terminology will allow for 

a clearer cornparison of a r e  competencies. tasks, sub-tasks, twls and 

equipment. 

The course descriptions may also require further explanation and in depth 

examination in order to identify al1 of the topics includeâ and the related skills. 

Beyond the trade teminology, some of the outlhes exarnined for the example 

providd in Chapter 5 provided only a general description of the topics while 

others were more detailed. These general descriptions rnay have generic skills 

irnbedded in them that are not obvious in the initial review. 

Once identified, the training structure for delivering these skills should be 

organized in such a way so as to ensure consistency in the pattern of training in 

the generic skills. It is fundamental that generic skills be introduced in the first 

years of training throughout a l  occupations within a specific field and be 

develaped at the sarne pace. If generic skills are delivemi in the Crst years of 

training b r  al1 related occupations. tminees who enter an occupation different 

from aie one in which generic skills have already been achieved. may do so 

without repeating that training. 



This facilitates transition between occupations regardless of the level of training 

achieved by the individual in any one of the related occupations. It would also 

shorten the re-training period for those who have completed training in these 

skills in other occupations and enhance cross-training possibilities. A reduction 

in time spent on training and better use of training resources should result. 

At first glance, it would seem difficult to apply aiis theory to the skilled trades due 

to their individual independent nature. However, an examination of the 

apprenticeship training program for the construction trades has shown that there 

are a number of cornmon topics taught across a the trades reviewed. However, 

the fundamentals for generic specialist skills were scheduled in a nurnber of 

different levels while other skills specific to one trade may be taught in the first 

year. 

Despite their independent nature the construction trades. for example, each must 

also understand aie basic requirements of the oaier trades in order to 

amplement and complete their wMk. The plumber requires that elecbical power 

be available at a certain step in aie piocess in order install thermostats which 

must wait until the drywall mechanic has completed the walls which must wait 

unül the eledrical and plurnbing basic8 are complete. 

Coordination of these services and amperaüon at building sites requires pmject 

analysis, team work, communication and oooperaüon. These types of Cognitive 
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Generic Skills were identified by Canadian employers as primary requirements in 

selecting new employees. Although these skills are not identified in the curricula 

examined, it would appear that including courses of this type would support both 

employee and employer needs. 

There are a number of courses covered at different levels thmghout 

apprenticeship training that could be categorized as Basic Generic Skills. These 

include communications and basic mathematics that are individually scheduled 

for each trade. In addition most trades include an introduction to the background 

of the trade and its prirnary functions that are also available only to those who are 

registered for that specific trade. 

Pmviding these basic and foundational courses together to first year apprentices 

would support the identification of cornmonalties between aie hdes  and their 

interdependencies. This type of 'Construction Trades 101 " format would also be 

beneficial to potential apprentices in high school who are loddng k r  information 

upon which to make career choices. I 

While these strategies would inmase the development of generic skills and 

facilitate mobility between occupations in a relateci field, the ability to recognize 

these generic skills would be a basic requirement. Conridefation should be 

given b the need for Self-Management skills such as those that enable an 

individual to iecognize and document their transferabîe skills. These courses 
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could indude techniques that help students develop resurnes that highlight for 

potential employer's the transferable skills. 

In considering the theory of generic transferable skills in accordance with 

Apprenticeship Training, several issues must be considered: 

1. Cumda development is cunentiy controlled by the industry airough 

the individual Trade Advisory Cornmittees. In addition the schedule of 

training is established that best satisfies the production needs of the 

industry . 

2. Additional classroom training may be opposed by employen who may 

not consider the new skills achieved by the employee worth the loss in 

production. 

3. Employees may also be unwilling to commit to the additional training or 

forgo more wages during the training period. This could be offset in 

part if courses in Self-Management and Cogniüve Skills were offered 

during evenings and weekends. 

Whether job and occupational changes are caused by rapM technological 

change or cydical nature of m e  occupations, the difialties experienced in the 

pekd of transition can be the same. Wiihout the W s  to move smth ly  h m  

om, job or occupation to another, the loss of productive skills and training creates 

economic and soda1 problems br emptoyees, ernployers and governments. The 

devekpment and recognition of generic transferable skills b one such tod that 
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educational institutions are being encouraged to ernbrace. Restnicturing their 

training curricula in order to encourage the acquisition of generic skills would also 

support continuous leaming as students would clearly see that their efforts would 

not be in vain if and when Wey move to another trade. 

Skil! development through apprenticeship training for the skilled trades is a time 

honored process that has evolved over time from its mots as a one-to-one 

transfer of skills between master and apprentice, to a complex interactive 

process involving a multitude of individuals and organizations. The investments 

in time, financial resources and cornmitment toward achieving the skills 

encompasseci in aie trades designated for apprenticeship training are sgnificant 

for ail participants. 

Ensuring that these investments are rewarded through economic benefits for 

employers and employability for employees requires flexibility and mobility 

between jobs and occupations. While recent revisions to the apprenticeship 

program have improved the mobility of trainees between jurisdictions within their 

trade, improving transition between trades is in its infancy. Rationalizing training 

could be aie next step in aie evduüon of Apprenticeship training. 
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Existing employees who want to better aieir job qualflcations while 
continuing to eam a living 

a Young people just starhg out 

Older people looking for a career change 

lndividuals wanting to re-enter the workforce 

Women 

a Aboriginal people 

Visible minorities 

People with disabilities 
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